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ABSTRACT
An experimental study has been conducted of the impingement of a single circular jet on a
ground plane in a cross flow. This geometry is a simplified model of the interaction of propulsive jet
exhaust from a V/STOL aircraft with the ground in forward flight. Jets have been oriented normal to
the cross flow and ground plane. Jet size, cross flow-to-jet velocity ratio, ground plane-to-jet board
spacing, and jet exit turbulence level and mean velocity profile shape have all been varied to
determine their effects on the size of the ground vortex interaction region which forms on the ground
plane, using smoke injection into the jet. Three component laser Doppler velocimeter measurements
were made with a commercial three color system for the case of a uniform jet with exit spacing equal
to 5.5 diameters and cross flow-to-jet velocity ratio equal to 0.11.
The flow visualization data compared well for equivalent runs of the same nondimensional jet
exit spacing and the same velocity ratio for different diameter nozzles, except at very low velocity
ratios and for the larger nozzle, where tunnel blockage became significant. Variation of observed
ground vortex size with cross flow-to-jet velocity ratio was consistent with previous studies.
Observed effects of jet size and ground plane-to-jet board spacing were relatively small. Jet exit
turbulence level effects were also small. However, an annular jet with a low velocity central core
was found to have a significantly smaller ground vortex than an equivalent uniform jet at the same
values of cross flow-to-jet velocity ratio and jet exit-to-ground plane spacing. This may suggest a
means of altering ground vortex behavior somewhat, and points out the importance of proper
simulation of jet exit velocity conditions. LV data indicated unsteady turbulence levels in the ground
vortex in excess of 70 percent.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The flow field generated by a jet in a cross flow has many applications ranging from
atmospheric flows and water sciences, such as the use of a smokestack or a waste water
disposal pipe for pollutant dispersion, to the propulsive jet flows from a jet V/STOL aircraft
configuration. A single circular jet impinging on a ground plane in the presence of a cross
flow simulates a basic flow module for a V/STOL aircraft in close proximity to the ground
(ie, in ground effect). Although most of the research performed in the area of a jet in a
cross flow has focused on flow fields out of ground effect, some research has also been
performed for jets in ground effect, particularly in the field of V/STOL aerodynamics.
Historically, many inconsistencies have been observed in the measurements associated with
the simulation of such flow fields. Also, the flow fields around various V/STOL
configurations have been known to be highly configuration dependent (Stewart, 1988).
The problem of accurate simulation of such configurations has been studied in recent
years. It has been experimentally determined that the flow field associated with a static wind
tunnel test of a V/STOL aircraft configuration in ground effect does not have the same flow
field as that same model when a dynamic moving model simulation is performed on it, and
that the inaccuracy lies in the static measurements. Paulson and Kemmerly (1989) attribute
this to different interactions with trailing wake vortices. It has been theorized that the static
wind tunnel test is inaccurate because the boundary conditions are not properly matched, and
because the propulsive jet and wake trajectories are time-dependent in the dynamic case.
2Proper transformationwould require that theoncomingflow be uniform at all locations,
which cannotbe true for the static model testsdueto the no slip condition, which requires
that the velocity at theground (wind tunnel floor) mustbe zero. Efforts havebeen
undertakento m_itClithis boundarycondition usinga movingbelt on the wind tunnel floor
that movesat the velocity of the uniform flow. Thesemovinggroundbelt testsallow for the
matchingof theboundaryconditionsfor a static model test to becomparedto a dynamic
model test. Moving groundbelt testsperformedhavegroundvortex formationresults40 to
50 percentdifferent than the experiments_performedwithout the moving groundbelt (Kuhn
et. al., 1988). To date,eventhe groundvortex flow field associatedwith a staticjet
impinging on a groundplanewithout a movinggroundbelt hasnot beencompletelymapped
to allow for a fair comparisonwith moving model tests.
The groundvortex flow field associatedwith an impingingjet in the presenceof a
crossflow hasbeenstudiedfrequently in the field of V/STOL aerodynamics.Whenan
axisymmetricjet impingeson a surface,a radialwall jet forms which flows radially outward,
while slowing dueto continuity. Whena crossflow is present,at somepoint the momentum
of thecrossflow will be of the sameOrderasthe momentumof the radial wall jet causing
the flow to turn backon itself, resulting in separationandthe formation of a parabolic
groundvortex aroundtheimpinging jet] Figure 1.1 givesa schematicof this flow field, and
alsodefinesthe critical dimensionsassociatedwith it andthe coordinatesystemto be used
for the presentresearch. The critical parametersassociatedwith the groundvortex are
usuallygiven in nondimensionalform, with the mostcritical parametersbeing thejet nozzle-
to-groundplanespacing,h/D, andthe velocity ratio betweenthe crossflow and thejet,
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1.2 Motivation for Study
The ground vortex flow field can be compared with a horseshoe vortex flow field that
occurs around a bridge pylon in a swift stream, except that a ground vortex forms around the
impinging wall jet rather than a solid obstruction, and is a highly unsteady and intermittent
flow field. It has been observed that the time averaged behavior of the ground vortex is not
an accurate measure of the true behavior of the ground vortex. The intermittency of the
ground vortex is most likely the large scale fluctuation between two distinct states, the
average of which has little bearing on the time dependant flow field (Cimbala et. al., 1988).
It has also been observed that the ground vortex tends to 'iexplode" and unravel upstream
into the cross flow, and subsequently to collapse on itself and disappear toward the jet
nozzle. These two phenomena appear to occur with some periodicity and have been
associated with the ability of the flow to "store" energy or have some energy "deficit" which
causes the flow field to seek equilibrium in some violent fashion as these two phenomena
alternate.
The ground vortex is a main contributor to one of the most serious problems
associated with V/STOL propulsion; hot gas or debris ingestion due to the formation of the
ground vortex in front of the engine inlet. This can lead to stall of the aircraft engine or
thrust loss at the critical time of landing, perhaps even causing the aircraft to crash. Figure
1.2 illustrates a V/STOL aircraft (the F-15 SMTD) with thrust reversers activated during
landing causing a ground vortex to form at the engine inlet. Ground vortex formation has
alsobeenassociatedwith jet inducedlift loss in groundeffecton anaircraft body. Several
studies(eg. SpreemannandSherman,1958)haveexaminedhow a vortex trappedunderan
aircraft body due to the closeproximity of thegroundwill causewhat is known as "suck
down", which is whena suddenlossof lift in groundeffect causesa V/STOL aircraft to
crashstraightdown during landing. Theseproblemsoccurring in groundeffectare a result
of the nearfield turbulentjet behavior,which at one time wasbelievedto be universal.
However, Kuhlman (1987) illustrated that a non-uniformjet exit velocity profile, causedby
anannularor swirl nozzle,altersnearfield jet behaviorsignificantly. Methodshavebeen
developedto determineeffectivediametersand effectiveaveragejet velocities (Ziegler and
Wooler, 1968)for thesetypesof jet nozzles,to allow for a rationalnondimensional
comparisonwith otherjet nozzles. It wasspeculatedat the start of the presentstudythat this
might be a way to changethe behaviorof the groundvortex.
1.3 Statement of Research
A studyof thegroundvortex flow field associatedwith a single, turbulentjet issuing
from a nozzlewhich protrudesfrom a flat plateinto a 90 degreecrossflow in close
proximity to the groundhasbeenperformed. Flow visualizationhasbeenperformedto
determinethesizeand shapeof the groundvortex flow field for different valuesof h/D and
V®/Vi to determinewhatcasewasof mostinterestfor further studyusing LV. Also
investigatedwere suchcritical problemsasnondimensionalagreementof the groundvortex
for different sizenozzles,effectsof tunnelblockage,theeffect of jet nozzlelength or jet
boardspacing,and theeffect of non-uniformvelocity profile andturbulenceintensityon
4
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formation of the ground vortex. Laser Doppler velocimetry measurements have been made
on the case chosen for further investigation in an attempt to better understand the means of
formation and the reason for the unsteadiness of the ground vortex. The ground vortex flow
field for the case of h/D equal to 5.5 and V_/Vj equal to 0.11 was chosen for further
investigation because it was representative of applications and also because it was determined
that blockage should be minimal in the prescribed parameter space. The present research
program has been briefly summarized by Kuhlman and Cavage (1992).
6Y
a.) top view
Jet Board _ i
__,_V= 4jet exit .z "
_ + i
Gr_/u_tdx'_e _ p.= e
b.) centerline side view
Figure 1.1: Schematic of Ground Vortex illustrating both a.) top view and b.)
centerline side view.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Turbulent Jets
A large body of information is available on turbulent jets issuing into a submerged
fluid. Tennekes and Lumley (1972) outline the traditional analysis for a turbulent jet with
the assumption it is a pure shear flow, and a brief discussion of self preservation is given.
Self preservation is the term given to a turbulent flow when mean and turbulent velocity
profiles collapse to unique curves for all axial stations. Wygnanski and Fiedler (1969) laid
the original ground work for experimental studies of turbulent jets by making careful, Well
documented measurements of mean and turbulence quantities, including Reynolds stresses
and RMS velocities, using a hot wire anemometer. Their experiments showed that although
the mean behavior of a turbulent jet is self-preserving at 20 diameters from the nozzle exit as
was thought before, the turbulence quantities are not self-preserving until approximately 70
diameters from the exit. This paper also documented the triple velocity correlations and
explained their significance in turbulent free shear flows. Hussein, George, and Capp (1988)
made the same types of measurements as Wygnanski and Fiedler, but with a two component
laser Doppler velocimeter (LV), to study the errors due to intrusive hot wire probes which
cannot detect flow reversals. Some significant errors were discovered, leading to better
agreement with theory. Kuhlman and Gross (1990) made three component LV measurements
in a self-preserving jet, further adding to the body of knowledge on turbulent jets.
A jet issuing into a cross flow out of ground effect has been studied extensively by
Margason (1968), Keffer and Baines (1963), Kamotani and Greber (1972), and Wright
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9(1977). Margason used flow visualization to determine the centerline trajectory of a jet out
of ground effect issuing into a cross flow at various large angles. Kamotani and Greber
made hot wire anemometer measurements in both heated and unheated jets in a 90 degree
cross flow and determined turbulence quantities. This study determined that the jet structure
was dominated by a vortex wake which formed behind the jet. A semi-empirical model
describing the trajectory of heated and unheated jets in cross flow was given by Wright. The
jet trajectory is given as a power law which is derived using dimensional arguments. Keffer
and Baines documented the "kidney bean" shape of the jet flow which is a direct result of
uneven entrainment into the jet flow due to the cross flow. The vorticity associated with a
jet in a cross flow was studied by Fearn and Weston (1974). This study made measurements
of the velocity field with a rake probe in an attempt to develop an analytical model to
describe the two counter-rotating vortices that form in the jet flow that give it the kidney
bean cross sectional shape.
2.2 Annular Jets
A jet issuing from a nozzle that has some type of centerbody, which causes a low
velocity central core and a non-uniform exit velocity profile, is classified as an annular jet.
Some studies of annular jets have been performed illustrating the difference in behavior and
structure from that of a uniform jet (eg, Ko and Lain, 1985). Ziegler and Wooler (1973)
studied annular type nozzles both with and without cross flow and measured center line
trajectories as well as pressure distributions on the plate from which the jet issued. These
measurements showed that the jet exit plate pressure distribution changed very little due to
10
the different jet exit velocity profiles or conditions. Ziegler andWooler alsodevelopeda
methodfor determininganeffective diameterandvelocity for non-uniformexit velocity jets,
to allow a rational nondimensionalcomparisonwith uniform velocity profile jets.
Kuhlmanand Warcup (1978)studiedseveraldifferent annularjets producedby a
concentricsubmergedcenterbody inside thejet nozzleexit. Both hemisphericalanda fiat
tippedcenterbodywere submergeddifferent distancesinside thejet exit, andpitot probe
measurementswere madeto determinethe centerlinetrajectoryof a jet issuinginto a uniform
crossflow, aswell asjet decayrate. It wasdeterminedthat the jet with the fastestdecay
ratewas the annularjet producedby a hemisphericaltippedcenterbodysubmerged0.5
diametersinside the nozzle. Thejet-inducedpressuredistribution on thejet plate wasalso
measured,and wasobservedto be alteredsignificantly by theannularjet. Kuhlman (1987)
later showedthis wasa result of the increasedentrainmentdue to the annularnozzle. A
similar studywasperformedby Chassainget. al. (1972),the focusof which was to relatethe
centerlinetrajectory for different velocity ratiosand velocity profiles to a universalprofile.
2.3 Impinging Jets
A radial wall jet is formed by an axisymmetric jet impinging at 90 degrees on a flat
surface. The book by Rajaratnam (1976) contains a chapter on the radial wall jet.
Analytical analysis is given as well as experimental data to show velocity profiles for
different radial locations. The effect that impingement has on the free jet flow is also
described. Experimental data illustrates that for impingement within 10 diameters of the jet
exit, the jet retains a Gaussian distribution for 80 to 85 percent of the travel to the
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impingementpoint. A thoroughexplanationof the behaviorof a radial wall jet, aswell as
other relatedflows, is given. PadmanabhamandGowda(1991a,b) explainthe effect of jet
exit geometryon a radial wall jet in their two part paper. Mean flow characteristicsare
given aswell asthe turbulencequantitiessuchasReynoldsstressesandnormal stresses. It
wasshownthat althoughthe exit geometryeffectedthe meanflow characteristics,it hadvery
little effecton the turbulencequantitiesin the flow.
2.4 Ground Vortex Formation
Colin and Olivari (1969) examined ground vortex formation in an attempt to better
define the conditions for hot gas ingestion. Their jet was seeded with helium and a simulated
jet intake was positioned appropriately and evacuated to simulate a jet engine inlet. The
concentration of helium was measured to determine the quantity of jet flow ingested into the
inlet. Separation distance along the centerline (maximum) was measured for different
velocity ratios. Abbott (1967) also performed experiments to measure the upstream
separation point of the ground vortex for hot and cold jets although it is not clear how the
author distinguished between separation location and maximum upstream penetration. Abbott
was the first to perform both static and dynamic tests and notice a considerable difference in
the results.
Cimbala, et. al. (1988) have examined ground vortex formation for various h/D and
V®/Vj values and noticed poor agreement with the above mentioned works. Much of this
was explained because Cimbala et. al. was a static test and Abbott was a dynamic test. Also
the presence of a jet board, as opposed to a free jet in space was believed to cause
12
considerableblockage. Cimbalaet. al. (1990) later focusedon the unsteadinessof the
groundvortex and theeffect it hason groundvortex behavior. Two componentLV
measurementsand energyspectrumdatameasuredusinga hot wire anemometeraided in the
analysisof the unsteadybehavior. The authorsconcludedthat the fluctuationsof the ground
vortex were not correlatedin time with respectto thejet flow or the crossflow. This could
leadoneto believethat the unsteadinessis causedby somelarge scalefluctuation which is
causedby energystored in, andthen releasedfrom, thegroundvortex itself.
Paulsonand Kemmerly (1988)and KemmerlyandPaulson(1989) investigatedthe
groundvortex formed by severaldifferent movingjet and moving modelconfigurationswith
varying sink rates. Thesetestswere comparedto previousstatic model testswith
considerabledifferencein results. Thedifferencewasattributedto different propulsivejet
and trailing vortex interactionsassociatedwith staticasopposedto dynamictests. Stewart
(1988)discussesthe effect that the groundvortex hason different V/STOL configurations.
Stewart(1989)also examinesa groundvortex createdby a moving modelandgives
extensivepressuredataillustrating upstreampenetrationaswell asvortex width. Stewart
attributesdifferencesin staticanddynamicteststo differentboundarylayer interactionsfor
the two separatecases,while Paulsonand Kemmerly focuson thetime lag of jet and wake
trajectoriesfor thedynamiccase.
2.5 Laser Doppler Velocimetry
Laser Doppler velocimetry (LV) is a nonintrusive method of measuring fluid flow
velocity with laser light scattered by seeding particles introduced into the flow. Principals of
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LV have been explained in detail by Durst et. al (1981). Buchave (1983) discusses accuracy
of three component LV measurements extensively and explains the significance of the optical
configuration as well as other system specifications in obtaining good, consistent data. The
difficulties in making good three dimensional measurements with an LV are explained by
Meyers (1985). This paper illustrates that in adding a third component, there is a reduction
in accuracy. The most accurate way to make LV measurements in three dimensions is with
an orthogonal view, which is unattractive for large wind tunnels because it requires optical
access on two adjacent sides.
Particle seeding bias has been the subject of many papers written on the subject of
LV, with most of this work studying the effects of particle size and weight. For optimal
accuracy, monodisperse particles are required, which are large enough to generate enough
scattered signal, while being small enough to accurately track the flow. Due to the many
conflicting theories and inconsistent data that had been reported relating to velocity bias, a
panel of LV experts were assembled to determine some answers and report the findings. The
results of this panel were reported by Edwards et. al. (1987). Although it seems an obvious
point, the seeding particle must lbllow the flow, which can be a difficult requirement in
turbulent flows. In other words, the particle must resolve the smallest scales of the
turbulence. The Taylor microscale (Tx) is a measure of the time a turbulent flow needs to
change one standard deviation. Edwards et. aI. determined that having more than one
measurement point per T_, in a time record could cause significant bias because the flow
would not have had a significant chance to alter in such a small time. Coincidence is another
problem associated with LV data biasing. Hav.ing coincidence allows a multi-component LV
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systemto assureeachvelocity component measurement in a time record was generated by
the same particle. Although it is possible to obtain useful LV data for the mean flow without
good coincidence, the Reynolds stresses and other turbulence information would be seriously
biased. This is primarily because the different velocity components in the time record are
not properly correlated in time. Thus, the turbulence information is not indicative of one
eddy.
CHAPTER 3: APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
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3.1 Apparatus
The jet was aligned horizontally with the axial jet direction spanning the test section
of the WVU low speed recirculating wind tunnel, using the glass test section side door as the
ground plane to allow for optical access (figure 3.1). The test section has a cross section of
81.3 cm by 114.3 cm and is 121.9 cm long (32 by 45 by 48 inches). A blower,
manufactured by Clements National, was chosen by use of the performance chart provided
by the manufacturer and was used to supply the jet air flow. The air traveled from the
blower, located at the back side of the wind tunnel, across the wind tunnel test section to the
jet nozzle through a long plexiglas tube of 10.16 cm (4 inch) inner diameter as indicated in
figure 3.1. The tube exited flush into an axisymmetric plenum which was machined out of
aluminum round with a 10.16 cm inner diameter, and contracted to fit several aluminum
interchangeable jet nozzles. To insure uniform flow entering the plenum, a flow straightener
fabricated from plastic drinking straws of length to diameter aspect ratio of 8:1 was placed in
the tube approximately 1 plenum diameter upstream of the plenum. A static pressure tap was
machined in the plenum just before the contraction to allow for measurement of the plenum
pressure. The plenum contracted with a 12.70 cm (5 inch) radius circular arc, while the
nozzles completed the flow contraction by first continuing the 12.70 cm radius, if necessary,
and then changing to a reverse curvature at a tangency point for the rest of the contraction.
Appendix A gives a sample calculation of the critical dimensions for machining the 1.27 cm
diameter nozzle, as well as a table of these dimensions for the three different diameter
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nozzles. The reversecurvature,tangencypoint location,and arc lengthof eachnozzle
dependedsolelyon thedesiredjet diameter.
Thejet plenumwasattachedto the backsideof a jet boardconsistingof a frame
madefrom aluminumanglefitted with plexiglaspanelswith recessesmachinedto allow for a
flush fit in the aluminumframe (figure 3.2). Thejet board ranparallel to theglasstest
sectiondoor which actedasthe groundplane,andspannedtheheightof the wind tunnel test
section. The dimensionsof thejet boardwere 81.3 cm high by 96.5 cm wide by 1.27cm
thick (32.125by 38 by 0.5 inches). It had anelliptical leadingedgeand anogive trailing
edgeto allow for smoothflow betweenthejet boardandthe groundplane. A schematic
showinga top view of thejet-ground interactionfacility hasbeengiven in figure 3.1. The
jet boardwasmountedat four positions,one neareachcorner, on threadedrods that allowed
for adjustmentof the jet boardspacingwith respectto thegroundplane, from outsidethe
wind tunnel section. Thejet boardconsistedof threemajor parts;a 14.0cm wide center
section,and two largepanelsapproximately32 cm wide, aboveandbelow thejet center
section. The upperand lower panelscould be removedto exalninetheeffect of jet board
confinementon the groundvortex (seefigure 3.2).
Figure 3.3 givescrosssectionsof thethreedifferentdiameternozzles,and showsone
of the nozzlesmountedin the aluminumplenum. The threedifferent nozzlediametersare
2.54, 1.27,and 0.95 cm (1, 0.5, and 0.375 inches)respectively. Sincethe plenumhad a
10.16cm diameterinlet thesecorrespondto areacontractionratiosof 16:1, 64"1, and 144:1.
After the nozzlecontraction,eachjet nozzlehada certain nozzlelength which thejet flow
traveledbeforereachingthejet exit. Severaldifferent nozzlelengthshavebeenused. Most
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nozzles had a nozzle length which extended 2 diameters beyond the jet board, although
nozzles having nozzle lengths of 4, 7, and 13 diameters were also fabricated and tested.
Two separate special nozzle configurations were also fabricated. First was a 1.27 cm
diameter nozzle which was fitted with a turbulence generating plate of 0.47 cm diameter
holes on staggered 0.635 cm centers, giving a 50% porosity. Second was a special annular
nozzle made from a 1.27 cm diameter nozzle, but fitted with a 0.95 cm hemispherical tipped
centerbody, or plug, positioned on the centerline of the nozzle 0.5 diameters inside the
nozzle. This configuration resulted in a non-uniform exit velocity profile, with a high
turbulence intensity and low velocity central core. A cross section of this nozzle can be seen
as Figure 3.4. Both special nozzle configurations had a nozzle length of 2 nominal diameters
beyond the jet board.
Smoke supplied by a commercial fog machine was injected into the blower inlet to
visualize the ground vortex. The flow was examined in room light and recorded on video
tape for future viewing with a VHS-C Video Recorder. A grid of one inch squares drawn on
the glass ground plane aided in obtaining numerical values for x/D and y/D, the
nondimensional x and y location of the maximum extent of the ground vortex. It has been
determined that this ground vortex shape is a good indication of the average behavior of the
ground vortex, and that this behavior is quite repeatable. The impingement point of the jet
could be determined by examining fog fluid that tended to recondense on the glass ground
plane which allowed for good flow visualization of the inner radial wall jet, especially near
its origin. This fog fluid also tended to puddle at separation regions, giving the location of
the separation line associated with the ground vortex. In addition, laser light sheet cuts have
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beenobtainedof the groundvortex, usinga 5W ion laserand a cylindrical lensto generate
the light sheet.
ThreecomponentlaserDoppler anemometer(LV) measurementshavebeenmadewith
a commercialthreecolor DANTEC systemwhich usesthe same5W argonion laser. The
threecolors provide the threecomponentsof velocity andaregiven by the threewave
lengthsof light of 514.4 nm, 488.0 nm, and 476.5 nm. Table 3.1 gives the specificationsof
the threechannelsof the LV system. Figure 3.5 givesa top view of the LV systemas
positionedto makemeasurementsin thejet-ground interactionfacility. Polystyrenelatex
spheresof 0.6 micron diameterhavebeenusedas scatteringsites,and were injected into the
flow with a commercialagriculturalatomizingspraynozzle. Numerical measurementof
velocity datawasprovidedby DANTEC countersand interfaceboardswhich allowed for the
dataacquisitionby a DEC PDP-11. The raw datawas thenupioadedto a VAX computer
wherea FORTRAN datareductionprogramwasutilized to computetransformedorthogonal
meanandRMS velocity data,as well as to omit spuriousoutlier data.
3.2 Procedure
For calibrationof theeight jet nozzlesutilized in the flow visualizationstudies,a
manualvelocity traverseof eachnozzlewasobtainedusinga pitot staticprobe mountedon a
dial caliper to allow for accuratedistancemeasurement.The volume flow rateat theexit
(Q) and momentumflux (MF) could thenbeobtainedby numerically integratingthevelocity
profiles in radial coordinates. The pressurein thejet plenumwasmeasuredseveraltimes
over thetime periodof traversingand anaveragewasusedto give a plenumpressure
=z
i
m
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m
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corresponding to the Q measured for the nozzle. From this volume flow rate, Vi, the
average jet velocity, was obtained. All pressures were read with two 40 inch water
manometers. A program was written to perform the numerical integration for Q and MF.
The program output consisted of Q and MF as computed from both sides of the traverse and
an average, as well as calculation of effective diameter and velocity information to be
discussed later.
Flow visualization has been performed in the jet-ground interaction facility to study
the effect that several parameters had on the formation of the ground vortex. These
parameters were the jet board-to-ground plane spacing (Zb), the degree to which the flow
field would nondimensio.nalize for different jet diameters (D), cross flow-to-jet flow velocity
ratio (V**/Vj), jet exit turbulence intensity, and non-uniform jet exit velocity profile (using
the annular or plugged nozzle). Also, tunnel blockage effects have been examined for
different velocity ratios. The repeatability of data and different methods of calculating
effective diameter were also explored. Data was obtained by setting the jet and wind tunnel
velocity and seeding the jet flow with smoke from the commercial fog machine. The video
recorder and/or 35 mm camera were then used to obtain a frontal view of the ground vortex
for later review and quantitative analysis. In addition laser light sheet flow visualization has
also been utilized to examine the structure of the ground vortex as well as to study the
intermittent behavior. Both lateral and centerline laser light sheet "cuts" were observed and
the results were video taped for later review.
To obtain a graph of the nondimensional shape and size of the ground vortex from the
video tape data, the video in question was reviewed on a large color television monitor in a
2O
dimly lighted room from severalfeet awayto give maximumcontrast. First, the maximum
upstreampenetrationof the groundvortexwasdeterminedwith a closeup zoomof the
leadingedgeof the groundvortex which is at thebeginningof eachdatavideo run. Next the
camerawaszoomedback to view the entire groundvortexalong thejet axis. Randomx
locationswere thenselectedand the lateralextentof thegroundvortex (y distance)was then
measuredby usingthe grid of oneinch squaresviewedon the glassgroundplane. The x
locationswere taken randomlyand out of order to allow for minimumdatabiasing. The
groundvortex wasassumedto be symmetricaboutthe x axisand its lateralextentwas
measuredboth positiveand negativeand anaveragewas takengiving the lateralextent from
zero. In somecases,portionsof the groundvortex were not viewabledue to poor lighting or
poor video technique. In thesecasesoften only onepoint (positiveor negative)was
obtainablefor lateralextent, thusreducingthe accuracyof thevalueobtained. Note that the
graphspresentedin the Resultschapterare simply the dataplottedon the positivey axisand
mirrored to the negativeaxis. Severalrunswere repeatedon different datesto check
repeatabilityandgive a good indicationof randomerror.
To obtain the desiredvelocity datathe LV systemwas first properly alignedto obtain
a goodsignal to noiseratio on all threechannels,and to insurecoincidenceof the three
probevolumes. An explanationof LV theoryand methodscanbeseenin Appendix B.
Seedingwas injected in the wind tunnelplenumandalso in thejet flow plenum in an effort
to insurethat no databiasingoccurred. However, for the presentstudyresultshavebeen
obtainedwhenonly thecrossflow wasseeded. First a centerline(y -- 0; an xz plane)data
traversewasperformedusinga grid of 17points rangingfrom 5 to 85 mm abovethe ground
planein the z direction (vertical) at 9 different x locationsrangingfrom 200 to 40 mm
upstream. Next, one lateral traversethroughthe leg of the groundvortex hasbeen
performedat the x locationof 100mm downstreamof the jet exit. The y coordinatewas
varied from 0 to 200 mm from thejet centerlinefor thez locationsof 15, 30, 40, and50
mm from thegroundplane. The lateral measurementshavebeenperformedassumingthe
groundvortex is symmetricaboutthe x axisat y = 0.
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Table 3.1" Specificationsof DANTEC threecolor laserDoppler velocimeter.
Specification 514.4 nrn 488.0 nm 476.5 nm
Focal lengthof lenses
imaginglens
collecting lens
Beamdiameter,at e2
intensityof laser
600.0 mm
600.0 mm
2.375 mm
600.0 mm
600.0 mm
2.313 mm
600.0 mm
600.0 mm
2.285 mm
Beam half-angle 2.4836 ° 2.4597 ° 2.3 !63 o
Fringe separation 5.936 #m 5.685 p.m 5.889 p.m
Major and minor axis 3.82 mm 3.76 mm 3.94 mm
to e 2 intensity 0.16 mm 0.16 mm 0.16 rnm
Number of fringes 28 28 27
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Figure 3.5:
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CHAPTER 4: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
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4.1 Description of Jet Behavior
Fluid flowing from an orifice into a submerged fluid is termed a jet flow. As the jet
fluid enters the submerged fluid the turbulent shear layer formed causes the jet to grow in
width, while the centerline velocity slows as the jet loses momentum to the surrounding
fluid. At some distance from the jet exit, the lateral velocity profile can be described by a
universal profile which is approximately Gaussian in nature. The jet mean flow is said to be
self-preserving at this point and this self-similar velocity profile gives the velocity
distribution for axial locations beyond which the jet is self-preserving.
The present work considers axisymmetric turbulent jet flow. The Reynolds number
for a jet can be described by the following equation.
Re - UD (4. I)
V
In this equation u is the kinematic viscosity, D is jet diameter and U is jet velocity.
Dimensional physical analysis of axisymmetric turbulent jet flow as a free shear flow for jet
centerline velocity (U(x)) and jet width (b(x)) as functions of x gives the following relations,
which match experimental observations.
U(x) - 1 / x
b(x) - x
Where the width of the jet b(x) is the lateral extent of the jet at a given axial location x.
Although the far field behavior of turbulent jets can be described analytically (in the self-
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Q- UA (4.2)
Considering non-uniform velocity exit conditions, the velocity must be integrated over the jet
exit area.
Q - fUdA (4.3)
For an axisymmetric jet with radius R and radial velocity profile U(r), dA is equal to 2_'rdr
preserving region), the near field behavior of turbulent jets is not so easily defined and has
no analytical description or well defined theory.
Two important integral characteristics of a jet are the initial volume flow rate and the
integrated momentum flux hereafter referred to as momentum flux. Initial volume flow rate
allows for the calculation of the initial average velocity while volume flow rate at several
longitudinal (jet-wise) locations gives the entrainment rate into the jet. Entrainment rate is a
measure of how well a jet mixes with the ambient fluid. The virtual origin is a measure of
the near field entrainment rate of a jet. It can be defined as a point along the centerline of
the jet axis defined by the crossing point of a line which consists of the lateral extent (width)
of the jet at all the longitudinal locations (figure 4.1). A uniform velocity profile, with a thin
wall boundary layer, has a positive virtual origin, while jets with thick wall boundary layers,
such as fully developed pipe flow, have negative virtual origins, or virtual origins inside the
jet. The integrated momentum flux of an ideal jet nozzle is constant for all longitudinal jet
locations.
Volume flow rate is defined by the following equation where V is the average
velocity and A is the jet exit area.
giving equation (4.4).
R
Q - 2_ f U(r)
o
r dr (4.4)
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Similarly momentum flux for an axisymmetric jet of radius R with radial velocity profile
U(r) and fluid density p is defined below as equation (4.5).
R
MF - 27zp f U(r)
o
2r dr (4.5)
4.2 Effective Diameter Calculation
The concept of an effective diarneter was first developed by Ziegler and Wooler
(1973) and then by Kuhlman and Warcup (1978). These studies, as well as others, were
interested in examining the effects of different nozzle configurations, such as the annular or
swirl nozzle, on various jet flow field characteristics such as entrainment or decay rate.
Such studies concentrate on altering the jet near field behavior, by using a variation from the
usual uniform jet exit velocity profile to a non-uniform velocity profile. However, it
becomes obvious that it is not consistent to make a nondimensional comparison between
annular and uniform jet results compared in terms of actual jet diameter. Ziegler and
Wooler reasoned that a non-uniform exit velocity profile could be expressed
nondimensionally in terms of its initial volume flow rate and momentum flux, yielding an
effective diameter for a uniform velocity profile. This could be accomplished by accelerating
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an ideal, uniform jet from the samestagnationconditionsasthe nonuniform velocity profile
to the sameexit pressure,while maintainingthe sameinitial volumeflow rate and
momentumflux.
Following KuhlmanandWarcup (1978), to obtainthe effectivediameter,first Q has
beencalculatedfrom measuredvelocity profiles and usedto determinethe initial massflow
rate. Next anequivalentmomentumflux hasbeencalculatedusingthe maximumdynamic
pressure(thJ measuredat thejet exit asthe referencedynamicpressure.
ME- /"I "2Rr°q_xp+ (y-l) qmax
7
(4.6)
This effective momentum flux was then used to calculate an effective area, from which
effective diameter was calculated easily.
MF
Ae:: (4.7)
2 qmax
_ 4Aeee (4.8)meff " K
The corresponding effective velocity has been determined from the continuity equation.
Vsf f Q (4.9)
Aeff
A more detailed explanation of this procedure has been given in Appendix C. The effective
diameters calculated by this procedure are reduced for the annular jet relative to the uniform
jet, tending to increase the size of the ground vortex when plotted nondimensionally.
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4.3 Nozzle Calibration Data Reduction Program
To perform the numerical integration of the measured velocity profiles and also to
calculate effective diameter and velocity a program has been written in the language
QuickBASIC. Input data files consist of the velocity traverse measurements, atmospheric
temperature and pressure, as well as information pertinent to the particular nozzle geometry.
Output consisted of data files as well as printed copy, if requested, containing calculated
initial volume flow rate, momentum flux, average velocity, effective diameter, and effective
velocity. The ratio of initial volume flow rate to volume flow rate based on maximum
dynamic pressure at the jet exit and exit area, the ratio of momentum flux to momentum flux
based on maximum dynamic pressure at the jet exit and exit area, and the discharge
coefficient were also calculated in the program and examined to allow for a better
understanding of the calibration of each nozzle.
Two different methods of numerical integration have been used to calculate Q and
MF. A modified version of Simpson's rule which has been altered to allow for unequal Ar
increments across the interval of integration was utilized as the primary integration scheme
(Katsikadelis and Armenakas, 1984). Equation (4.10) describes the modified Simpson's rule
giving the area under a curve connected by three points with interval steps S_ and $2 with end
values fl and f2 and mid value f0.
(fo-f_)S2_+(fo-f2)S_+S_2S2(2f_ +3fo÷f2)÷s_S22(f_÷3fo+2f2) (4 i0)
m -
6 S_S 2
Figure 4.2 illustrates the use of the above equation for numerical integration. When
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substitutingS in for St and $2for unifornl spacing,this formula simplifies to the standard
Simpson's rule. The numerical integration has also been performed with the trapezoidal rule
as a check for the Simpson's rule routine.
Due to discrepancies in the measurement of the velocity profiles, the program altered
the original raw data to create two velocity profiles from the one traverse. First any
redundant zero points were eliminated at the edge of the integration. Next the program
found the centerline of the jet by finding the midpoint between two points in the shear layer
where the local velocity was exactly half of the jet maxirnum velocity. The program then
eliminated any velocity points that were greater than the radius of the jet (eg, u(r)>0 for
r> R). These points existed because of inaccuracies associated with the use of a pitot probe
in a highly turbulent flow field (ie, in the turbulent shear layer). Figure 4.3 is an example of
a raw velocity traverse and velocity profile as altered by the program, which reveal the
discrepancy between the two. Figure 4.4 and 4.5 are illustrations of the integrand for initial
volume flow rate and momentum flux respectively.
Effective diameter and velocity were calculated by the program using three different
methods to check and verify the results as well as the logic behind the argument for effective
diameter. The first method is the method which has been described in section 4.2, which is
also the method which has been used to nondimensionalize the acquired data for non-uniform
i,
jet ground vortex formation. The second method is the original method developed by Ziegler
and Wooler (1968) which varies from the above method by first calculating an equivalent
nozzle dynamic pressure using the measured momentum flux, and then calculating effective
area and velocity. The third method which was explored is simply using the calculated
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momentumflux, and measuredmaximumdynamicpressure. A listing of the datareduction
programis given in appendixD alongwith a sampledata input file andexample program
output.
4.4 Analysis of Ground Vorlex Fomnation
To describe the lateral extent of the ground vortex, potential flow arguments can be
developed, by relating a line source flow strength to maximum upstream penetration of the
ground vortex (Colin and Olivari, 1969). Consider the superposition of a source flow at the
origin and a uniform flow. The equation for the stagnation streamline of this potential flow
field is given below.
--_qtan-l(--y) - u.y- 0 (4.11)
2_ x
In the above equation (q/2r) represents the source strength and u® is the uniform flow
magnitude. Considering the maximum penetration of the ground vortex at y equal to zero
(the stagnation point), gives the following relation.
q (4.12)
XPNx 2 rtu.
Substituting (4.12) into (4.11) and simplifying gives a relation relating x and y coordinates of
a ground vortex in terms of X,.,,,,,.
Xp,,x tan -I(-_) - Y- 0
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tan(___y ) y (Xp_)
Y
x xp_
- (4.13)
Xp_ tan (X--_ )
Pmax ....
Note that in this model, the downstream shift of impingment point as velocity ratio increases
has been ignored.
Another relation that may predict the shape and size of the ground vortex was
suggested by Wright (1977). Wright develops nondimensional arguments and obtains an
expression for the trajectory of a jet in a cross flow out of ground effect. Since the
expression was developed considering the momentum exchange of the two flow fields, it
could be reasoned that it might be applicable to the case of a jet in a cross flow in ground
effect. Translating the data to have the origin at the leading edge of the ground vortex and
using the Wright relations, gives the following nondimensional x and y, expressed here as X'
and Y'.
y¢ _ __YV" (4 .14)
Dvj
x_ . (x-xp.) v. (4.15)
Dvj
X' and Y' are related by the following expression.
/ . C(X/) i/_ (4.16)
In the above equation C is an unknown constant experimentally observed to be approximately
E
1.2 for the application of ground vortex formation.
To compare the two methods to determine which method has best agreement with
obtained experimental data, one needs to make a rational comparison of the two different
methods of nondimensionalization.
which is defined below.
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To do this first consider the nondimensional parameter k"
1"2 . __Pi (4.17)
q.
In equation (4.17), Pi is the impingment pressure on the ground plane. Considering a small
jet exit spacing (h/D < 4), P_ is approximately equal to qi leading to the following relation.
x..l q. .. ;..._5.v. (4.18)
It has been experimentally observed by Colin and Olivari (1969) that _" relates to Xr_, by
the following relation.
Xpm,x - C(_.*)°'9 (4.19)
In equation (4.19) C is a constant observed to be 1.03 for the experiments of Colin and
Olivari. The present study utilizes the value for C of 0.7, which tends to be more
representative of the flow visualization data observed. Expanding equation (4.16) and
substituting equation (4.18) gives the following relation.
X- gp_,t.x 1
Y - 1.2( ) _ (4.20)
D)_" D_."
Simplifing (4.20) and eliminating D with (4.19) gives the following equation.
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X-Xp,_ " (4.21)0.7(A')°'9 _ I (0 7(A')°'gY)3
Xp,_ (1.2)3(_') 2 Xp,_
Realizing that the above equation is a weak function of k" over the interval of velocity ratios
for the present study (varies between 0.6 and 0.71) and using the average value gives an
expression relating x and y nondimensionalized with Xp,,_x.
x o.28(--Z-r )_ - i (4.22)
X p._ X p,_
Equation (4.22) relates equation (4.16) in terms of X,_._x to enable a comparison with
equation (4.13) to verify how well the two methods compare.
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a.) poor mixing
b.) good mixing
Figure 4.1: Illustration of virtual origin for a.) poor and b.) good near field mixing.
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5.1 Nozzle Calibration
The present results have been summarized by Kuhlman and Cavage (1992). Results
of horizontal and vertical velocity traverses through the centerline at the jet exit for each of
the eight nozzles which have been calibrated in the present study are presented in Figures 5.1
through 5.8. These velocity data have been obtained using a pitot static probe, as described
in section 3.1. Notice the excellent symmetry and uniformity of the velocity profiles for all
nozzles. Table 5.1 summarizes the results of the calibration for the eight nozzles as
calculated by the data reduction program. Note that the velocity profiles for all of the
standard nozzles and the high turbulence nozzle were nearly uniform in nature (average
velocity approximately equal to 98% of VmJ, and thus the calculated effective diameters
were very close to the actual jet diameter (w!thin 2%). This allowed nondimensionalization
of the data using the actual jet nozzle diameters except for those cases specifically comparing
the annular nozzle with uniform nozzles.
Some sources of inaccuracy associated with the pitot static measurements made for the
calibration of the eight nozzles utilized in the present study have been mentioned in section
4.3. Low accuracy of pitot static probe velocity measurements in a highly turbulent flow
field is largely due to the inability of the probe to detect flow reversal near the edge of the
jet, although there is also error due to the turbulent velocity fluctuations which are too rapid
for the probe to respond to. For the uniform nozzles, most of the velocity traverse
(approximately 90%) had very small turbulence fluctuations. Only the data in the jet shear
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layer had high turbulence levels or large fluctuations. Velocity traverses for the annular
nozzle were believed to be less accurate because the velocity profile consisted of a wake flow
within the two jet shear layers, with no uniform flow in the velocity profile. Most of the
error associated with the calibration of the annular nozzle can be attributed to the
recirculating annular vortex that exists at the low velocity central core of the nozzle (Ko and
Lain, 1985). The pitot static probe could only detect the positive velocity portion of this
vortex, and not the reverse vortex flow back into the nozzle, resulting in some net error in
volume flow rate that gave a value slightly less than that of the measured value. This value
is estimated to be no more than approximately a 10% overestimation of Q.
The average velocity for each nozzle in the present study has been held fixed at
approximately 91.5 m/s (300 ft/s) corresponding to an exit Mach number of approximately
0.3. This yielded approximate Reynolds numbers based on jet diameter of 153400, 76700,
and 57500 for the 2.54, 1.27, and 0.95 cm diameter jets respectively.
5.2 Flow Visualization of Ground Vortex
To examine the effect of the ground board spacing on the ground vortex size, several
different 1.27 cm diameter nozzles, each with a different nozzle length, have been used to
compare the ground vortex for each nozzle at the same h/D while varying the spacing
between jet board and ground board, Zb. Cimbala et. al. (1988) determined that a significant
difference in ground vortex behavior could be observed if the jet board location ZJD was
equal to the h/D of the nozzle (ie, an external nozzle length of zero). They also observed
that a Zb/D of 2 diameters greater than h/D was the limiting case for the jet board to
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influencethegroundvortex sizeor shapein their experiments. Somewhatdifferent were the
observationsof SpreemanandSherman(1958), who observedno significant changein suck
down behaviorfor a nozzle lengthof 0 to 3 jet exit diametersfor an impinging jet in hover.
For the presentstudy with a constanth/D equalto 4.34, andat V_/Vj = .11, Zb/D hasbeen
variedas 6.34, 8.34, and 17.34, (nozzlelengthsof 2, 4, and 13diametersrespectively)as
well asa casewith _/D equal to 17.34with the upperand lower jet boardpanelsremoved
(seeFigure 3.2), leaving only the 14.0cm (5.5 inch) wide centersectionto confinethe
groundvortex betweenthe groundboardandjet board. Theseresultshavebeenpresentedin
figure 5.9. Only a small but noticeablereductionin groundvortex upstreampenetrationis
seenfor the two caseswith Z.atD= 17.34. This would leadone to concludethat the
presenceof a jet board, regardlessof spacing,hasonly a very smalleffect on theground
vortex shapeand sizeafter a nozzle lengthof 2 diametersor greater, consistentwith Cimbala
et. al., (1988).
To examinethe nondimensionalcollapseof the groundvortices formedby the various
nozzles,thegroundvortices formedby the 2.54, 1.27, and0.95 cm diameterjet nozzles(1,
0.5, and0.375 inch diameter)havebeenexaminedfor the caseof h/D equalto 7 and Voo/Vj
equal to 0.14 (figure 5.10). This casehasbeenchosenbecauseof the relatively small sizeof
the groundvortex formed in thepresentfacility at thesenondimensionalparametervalues.
The nondimensionalshapesof the groundvortices for theabovementionednozzlesagree
very well, with a small but consistenttrend that the 2.54 cm nozzletendsnot to penetrateas
far upstreamas theotherswith the 0.95 cm nozzlehaving thegreatestupstreampenetration.
This is most likely due to blockageeffectscausedby the largevolume flow rate of the larger
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jet in the flow channelformedby the groundboard, the jet board, and the wind tunnelwalls.
The datadoes,however,appearto havegood nondimensionalagreementin theabove
mentionedparameterspace.
To examinethe effectsof tunnelblockagefor groundvorticesof different sizes, the
threedifferent nozzleshavebeentestedat the frequentlystudiedconfigurationof h/D = 3
for a rangeof velocity ratios. Figures5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 showthe measured
nondimensionalshapeof the groundvortex for V,,,/Vj equal to 0. I, 0.125, 0.15, and0.18
respectively. Due to facility limitations thejet boardspacingsfor the0.95, 1.27,and 2.54
cm diameternozzleswere 10, 7, and5 respectively. Again, the datagenerallyexhibitsgood
nondimensionalagreement,at leastfor the highervelocity ratiosandsmallerjet nozzles. In
figure 5.11 the lateral extentor half width of the vortex for x _>0 doesnot agreewell. This
is probably due to confinementof thevortex by thetunnel sidewalls, which causessome
blockagefor thecaseof the 1.27cm diameterjet. The 2.54cm jet hada ground vortex
which was too largeto include in this dataset, althoughthesameeffect canbe seenfor the
2.54 cm nozzle in figure 5.12 at V®/Vj = 0.125. Due to thephysical sizeof the ground
vortex formedby the 2.54 cm jet, the sidesof vortex passas closeas3 or 4 diametersto the
sidewallsof thetunnel for thiscasepreventingthe vortex from spreadinglaterally. Notice
the betteragreementof the nondimensionaldata for thegreatervelocity ratios (figures 5.13
and5.14). Thesevelocity ratioshaveconsiderablysmallergroundvorticeswhich result in
insignificantblockagedue to confinementby the tunnelsidewalls for the larger jet nozzle.
Figures5.15, 5.16, and 5.17 showthe groundvortex shapefor the0.95, 1.27,and
2.54 cm diameternozzles,respectivelyat h/D equal to 3 for variousV®/Vi values. These
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figures illustrate thechangein shapeand sizeof a groundvortex with velocity ratio. Notice
that the groundvortex appearsto becomemoreblunt at the upstreamcenterlinelocationas
the velocity ratio increases. Next, themaximumupstreampenetration(on the centerline)of
thegroundvortex hasbeenplotted in figure 5.18, for the threedifferent diameterjets andfor
two different datasetstaken. This figure givesa good ideaof the repeatabilityof data,
showingscatterof about5 to 7 percentfor all variousnozzles.
The maximumupstreamlocationof the separationpoint, which alsooccursat y/D
equalto zero, hasbeenexaminedextensivelyby Cimbalaet. al., (1990)and is a measureof
the strengthof the jet relative to the crossflow. The maximumseparationpoints,
nondimensionalizedby jet diameterandmeasuredrelativeto the impingementpoint location,
of thegroundvortices for variousvaluesof Vo,/Vj at h/D = 3 havebeenplotted in figure
5.19. Note in figures 5.15-5.17that for mostvelocity ratios (lessthan0.125), the measured
impingementpoint is essentiallyzero. Although the datatrendsin figure 5.19 areall very
similar to oneanother,the magnitudeof the datais considerablydifferent for the 1.5 inchjet
of Cimbalaet. al., (1990). There is somequestionasto thetrendof the Cimbaladatato
havea constantx/D differenceof two betweenthe 3 inchjet and the 1.5 inchjet. Blockage,
which hasbeenattributedto thetrendobservedby Cimbalaet. al., shouldtend to affect the
•lower velocity ratiosmore than the highervelocity ratios. This is contrary to the data
obtainedby Cimbalaet. al., for the 1.5 inch jet, which indicatesthat blockagecauses
approximatelythe samechangein upstreampenetrationfor all velocity ratios. The
separationpoint determinedfor the presentwork tendsto fall on the 3 inchjet resultsfrom
Cimbalaet. al. This aside,goodnondimensionalagreementis evident for the presentdata,
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althoughthe 2.54 cm jet tendsto deviatefrom the 1.27cm jet at the lowestvelocity ratio
rangeat which they were compared. This, asexplainedabove,canbe attributedto increased
blockage.
The separationdataaboveaswell asresultsfrom Abbott (1967)and Colin and Olivari
(1969) have been presented in figure 5.20 in terms of the parameter _,* (see section 4.4).
Due to the fact that the jet impingement pressure has not been measured, the present study
assumes that the jet impingement pressure is equal to % This is a good assumption since jet
decay is very small within 4 jet exit diameters for a uniform jet exit velocity profile
(Rajaratnam, 1976). Also presented in figure 5.20 is another data set from Cimbala et. al.,
(1988). With the exception of the theoretical curve by Colin and Olivari, the data sets are
very comparable. The empirical curve developed by Abbott does have a considerably
different slope than a line that would pass through the present data, although the agreement
of the line over the interval of selected velocity ratios is good.
Next the data obtained for the various velocity ratios has been nondimensionalized in
accordance with equation (4.13) by using X_,_,,. Figures 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23 give the data
for different velocity ratios nondimensionalized with X_,,x for the 0.95, 1.27, and 2.54 cm
jet nozzles respectively along with equation (4.13) as developed by Colin and Olivari (1969).
Notice the good agreement at the leading edge of the ground vortex, although there is
significant scatter in the data for the lateral extent of the ground vortex.
The ground vortex shape data has also been nondimensionalized with velocity ratio
for the three different jet nozzle diameters in accordance with equation (4.16). Figures 5.24,
5.25, and 5.26 give results plotted on log-log coordinates along with a line of slope 1/3 to
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illustratethe cuberoot relation. Notice the significantscatter(averageof 10%) for some of
the velocity ratios, particularly the lower velocity ratios. The points representing lower
velocity ratios deviate the greatest amount from the line, perhaps due to blockage. From
figures 5.15 through 5.17 it can be seen that the ground vortex shape does seem to be
different at higher velocity ratios as mentioned above, implying that perhaps different
phenomena dominate in a higher velocity ratio flow field. The two ground vortex shape
equations (4.13) and (4.16) have been compared using equation (4.22) which represents
(4.16) nondimensionalized with X_,,_, in accordance with the pjrocedure described in section
4.4. Figure 5.27 gives the two equations plotted on linear axes. The two curves are very
similar, although the shape of equation (4.13) is slightly more blunt and wide laterally than
(4.16). The data (figures 5.21 - 5.26) illustrates considerable scatter compared to both
equations, illustrating the need for a better analytical model.
Finally, the ground vortex size for the uniform nozzle, turbulence plate nozzle, and
annular jet nozzle have been compared for the case of h/Doff = 5.5 and VJVj = 0.11 as
shown in figure 5.28. The effective diameters have been calcuJated by the method described
in section 4.2 and are given on the graph. The x and y coordinates of the ground vortex
have been nondimensionalized using Dcff to allow for a consistent comparison of ground
vortex shape. Also, the jet velocity, Veff, has been used to match the cross flow-to-jet
velocity ratios. The difference between upstream penetration of the ground vortex formed by
the turbulence screen and the uniform nozzle is negligible at most x/Dat. This indicates that
an increase in the turbulence intensity in the jet flow has little effect on the ground vortex.
This is not surprising since the ground vortex flow field is already a highly turbulent flow
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field, createdby a flow separation. The specialannularnozzleconfigurationyieldedthe
greatestdifferencein groundvortex sizewhencomparedto the uniform nozzle. The ground
vortex formedby the annularnozzlehasa shapewhich is very similar to that formedby the
standardnozzle,but hasa significantly smallerdifferent lateralwidth at all equivalentx/DCu
locations. The annularjet out of groundeffect hasbeenshownto havea significantchange
in the decayrate of the jet in thenear field (Kuhlman, 1987),which shouldyield a
significantly smaller impingementpressurefor the annularjet. This is becausetheannular
nozzlehasan increasein entrainmentdue to the formation of anotherwake-likeshearlayer
within the jet flow itself, causingan increasein staticpressurein the centerof the jet,
forcing thejet to spreadlaterally fasterthanajet with a uniform jet exit velocity profile.
This significant reductionin groundvortex size for the annularjet mayalso be influencedby
greaterrelativeentrainmentin thejet shearlayer, which hasan increasedperimeterrelative
to the effectivediameter,whencomparedto the uniformjet. This reducedgroundvortex
size for the nonuniformjet maybe of practicalsignificancein reducinghot gas reingestion,
so long asthere is no increasein suckdownpressuredue to the increasedentrainment. In
addition, the presentwork hasnot investigatedanypossibleadverseeffectsdueto basedrag
on the centerbody.
In aneffort to studythe consistencyof the presentmethodfor comparingnon-uniform
jet resultsto uniform jet data, threedifferent methodsfor calculatingeffective diameterhave
beenconsidered. Table 5.2 gives thevaluesfor Daf andVCuascalculatedby the three
methodsdescribedin section4.3 for the 1.27cm annularjet nozzleand the 1.27cm uniform
jet nozzlewith 2 diametersnozzle length. Notice that all valueshavelittle differencefor the
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uniform jet. Figure 5.29 illustrates a nondimensional comparison of the ground vortex
formed by the annular nozzle for h/Den equal to 6 and a velocity ratio of 0.1 using the results
of these three different methods to determine annular jet effective diameter and effective
velocity, and hence the different experimental settings (ie. cross flow velocity; jet exit
spacing). Also shown are the corresponding results for the standard uniform velocity nozzle.
Notice that the method used in the present study (method I) and the method originally
developed by Ziegler and Wooler (method 2) have good nondimensional agreement, although
as Table 5.2 illustrates, the numerical values for De, and V_, are quite different for methods
1 and 2. This is reassuring since the present work employs the method of Kuhlman and
Warcup (1978), which is simply a rearrangement of Ziegler and Wooier's original method
using the maximum dynamic pressure (ch_) to compute the effective momentum flux, from
which effective diameter and velocity are computed, while Ziegler and Wooler's original
method uses measured momentum flux to compute an effective dynamic pressure, and from
that value calculates effective diameter and velocity. Notice also that the method of direct
calculation (method 3) has very poor agreement with the other two methods, significantly
understating the size of the ground vortex. This is because method 3 is not self-consistent
and does not consider the uniform jet to have been accelerated from the same stagnation
conditions as the actual non-uniform jet. For this reason, method three has not been used in
the present study for comparing the annular jet results with the uniform jet data. Also, the
fact that relatively good agreement between the measured ground vortex size which was
obtained using the first two techniques in spite of significantly different calculated effective
diameter and velocity gives confidence that the present comparison method is reasonable, and
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that the present results are reliable.
As a check on the consistency of the annular jet data, the possibility of forcing the
non-uniform jet data to collapse on the uniform jet data by selecting a Doff which allows for
nondimensional agreement was examined. The data in figure 5.28 has been used to
determine that the effective diameter would need to be 0.642 cm to allow for nondimensional
agreement between the uniform and annular jets. This D_ is approximately 63 % as large as
the calculated effective diameter, corresponding to an effective area only 40% as large as the
calculated effective area. Using equation (4.9), this corresponds to an effective velocity of
232.65 m/s, or a velocity 2.5 times greater than the measured maximum velocity of the
annular jet. This results in a velocity ratio only 40%.as large as the uniform jet value, for
the same size ground vortex. This illustrates that the significant difference in the ground
vortex size of the annular jet is not merely a simple matter of choosing a different scaling
parameter or nondimensionalization. The flow field is significantly different as a result of
the different near field flow of the annular jet as compared to the uniform jet.
Many of the experiments performed to obtain the flow visualization data presented
herein have been performed more than once and compared in an attempt to determine the
magnitude of any random error associated with the data taking process, and to obtain an
overall view of repeatability, especially in resetting the cross flow velocity. Figures 5.30
through 5.36 illustrate examples of data repeated on different dates and plotted on the same
axes. Figures 5.30, 5.31, and 5.32 represent the repeatability of the ground vortex size and
shape for different velocity ratios at h/D equal to 3. Good repeatability is evident for this
data sequence with percent differences ranging from 0.5 to 3 percent. Figures 5.33 through
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5.36 illustrate the repeatabilityof the datagiving groundvortex sizeand shapefor different
groundboardspacings(Zb/D). A greaterpercentdifferencein repeatabilitycanbe seenfor
this datasequence(1 to 7 percent). This level of repeatabilityis morerepresentativeof the
largestpercentvariation in the repeatabilityof otherdatasequencesnot presentedherein.
5.3 LV Measurements
A vector plot of the LV measurements for the uniform jet at h/D_tr equal to 5.5 and
V**/Vj = 0.11, made on the ground vortex centerline, has been presented in figure 5.37.
This case corresponds to the uniform jet configuration compared to the annular jet in figure
5.28. The measurement field is from -200 mm to -40 mm (from 16 to 3.2 diameters)
upstream of the jet axis with each vertical traverse (z direction) being 20 mm apart (1.6
diameters). Each vertical traverse was from approximately 0.4 diameters above the ground
plane to approximately 6.8 diameters above the ground plane. The cross flow has good
uniformity at -200 mm upstream, which is upstream of the ground vortex. The slower
velocity at the z location closest to the ground plane is the result of the boundary layer
forming on the ground plane. The upstream edge of the ground vortex is located
approximately 8 diameters upstream (100 ram) which agrees well with the flow visualization
results presented in figure 5.28, although significant deflection of the flow in the z direction
can be seen at 11.2 diameters upstream (140 mm). Although measurements were obtained
significantly close to the ground plane, no reverse flow was evident in this data set. This is
most likely due to the lack of seeding in the jet. When seed particles were injected into the
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blower inlet no Doppler signals could be detected in front of the jet exit, apparently because
the seed particles coated the blower housing and impeller. Since the reverse flow associated
with the ground vortex is largely jet flow (ie, a wall jet), data rates were very low in the
wall jet region. Also, these measurements which were obtained very likely might not be
representative of the unseeded wall jet velocities. Measurements closer to the ground plane
than 0.4 diameters could not be obtained due to the glare caused by the laser beams passing
through the glass. Also, measurements could not be obtained directly in front of the jet (at
x=o), again because of problems with reflections off of the jet nozzle. It was found possible
to get around these problems with flare, by swapping the PMT optics for the one-channel and
two-channel optics. However, this resulted in significantly lower data rates and noisier
Doppler burst signals.
Measured turbulence intensities range from about 2 % in the freestream to 70% at or
around the ground vortex and are given by the shading in figure 5.37. This free stream
turbulence intensity agrees well with other tunnel data, although LV data cannot distinguish
turbulence intensities less than 1.0% accurately, due to signal broadening inherent in the
system. Also, one of the counter processors used in this work had inherently more noise
than the other two counter processors. Post processing of the data helped eliminate some of
this spurious noise, but the RMS velocities were more sensitive to the histogram truncations
and consequently would have more inherent error. Figure 5.37 indicates that the ground
vortex forming at y = 0 has very little vortical structure and is probably better described as
a separation bubble. The known sensitivity of separation regions in other flow fields
probably gives the best insight into the unsteadiness of the ground vortex. It is most likely
the streamwise fluctuation of the separation point location due to small jet or free stream
flow field changes that causes the unsteadiness that is observed with ground vortex
formation.
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A more clearly vortical structure was observed in the laser light sheet flow
visualization of cross flow plane (y z plane) cuts through the ground vortex downstream of
the jet impingement location (leg of the ground vortex). Figure 5.38 shows the LV
measurements made in the ground vortex leg (in a yz plane) at x/Dat equal to 8.00 down
stream of the jet, which shows a more clearly defined vortex. Unfortunately, the
measurement grid selected was too coarse to determine the shape of the ground vortex leg
accurately. Measured vortex mean velocities in this cross flow plane are only about 25
percent of the axial velocity. Figure 5.39 is a plot of the velocity vectors presented in figure
5.38 on a uniform interpolated grid in an attempt to get a better definition of the ground
vortex. This vortex appears to have a center which is located approximately 10 diameters
from the centerline of the ground vortex. The half width of the ground vortex appeared to
be about 12 to 14 diameters, which is in close agreement with the half width observed with
the flow visualization (figure 5.28). Again, very little jet flow is seen near the ground plane
traveling away from the centerline, even though it is very likely that the ground vortex leg
largely consists of jet flow. This is evident by the large quantities of smoke injected via the
jet flow, which was seen in the ground vortex leg in the flow visualization studies. This lack
of a visible jet flow could again be due to lack of seeding in the jet. The shaded contours in
figure 5.39 give the streamwise component of velocity which tends to be small in high
recirculation regions. This is typical of three dimensional burst vortex flows. The shading
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in figure 5.40 givesthe turbulenceintensitiesmeasuredin thegroundvortex leg, which were
on the order of 40 to 80percentfor the groundvortex leg flow closeto the groundplane,
while mostof thevortex flow at thetop of the vortex leg hadturbulenceintensitiesof
approximately5 to 10percent. This gives evidencethat evenas far down streamas 8
diameters,the groundvortex is still readily entraininglow turbulenceintensity air from the
freestream. The turbulenceintensitiesat the outeredgeof thevortex leg (y/Daf = 16)were
as low as4%. Graphsof velocity magnitudeof eachof the meanvelocity componentsfor
the presentdatasetshavebeengivenin AppendixE.
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Table 5.2: Table of effective diameter and velocity calculated by three different methods
Present Study Ziegler & Wooler Direct Calculation
NOZZLE
TYPE
1.27 cm v
uniform h
2D noz a
1.27 cm v
annular h
a
Deft
(cm)
1.255
1.251
1.253
1.013
1.006
1.009
Veff
(m/s)
92.72
92.55
92.63
93.17
91.94
92.56
Deft
(cm)
1.255
1.251
1.253
1.117
1.111
1.114
Veff
(m/s)
92.66
92.60
92.63
76.62
75.34
75.98
Deft
(cm)
1.254
1.251
1.253
0.9203
0.9125
0.9164
Veff
(m/s)
92.78
92.50
92.64
112.8
111.7
112.3
h - horizontal
v - ve_ical
a - average
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6.1 Conclusions
A jet-ground interaction facility has been designed to perform experiments on the
unsteady ground vortex formed by a single impinging jet angled 90 degrees from a cross
flow. The jet-plenum assembly provided for highly uniform jet exit velocity profiles for the
uniform jets studied, with jet exit average velocities within 2% of maximum velocities. An
annular nozzle with a non-uniform velocity profile and low velocity central core has also
been used to study ground vortex formation with an annular jet.
The present formation of a ground vortex had good nondimensional agreement in the
parameter space examined. The effect of the jet board spacing on the ground vortex was
minimal for a jet board spacing at least two nozzle diameters greater than the jet exit
spacing, an observation which is consistent with previous work. The variation of maximum
upstream separation distance along the centerline of the ground vortex versus velocity ratio
also agreed well when compared with previous work. The effect of tunnel blockage was
found to be minimal for the 1.27 cm jet nozzle at a V_,/Vj greater than but not equal to 0.1,
with V_,/Vj equal to 0.125 having essentially no tunnel blockage effect. Attempts to
analytically describe the shape and size of the ground vortex for uniform jets at different
velocity ratios were fairly successful, but had significant scatter (+ 10%) illustrating the
need for more advanced numerical and analytical methods to describe the size and shape of
the ground vortex. The turbulence intensity at the jet exit did not change the size and shape
of the ground vortex significantly. However, an annular nozzle with a non-uniform exit
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velocity profile hada considerablysmallergroundvortex, when nondimensionalizedwith
effectivediameterand velocity to makea consistentcomparison,with maximumpenetration
beingover 50% smaller for theannularjet. Changingthejet exit velocity profile allows for
a significant changein jet nearfield behavior. This couldprovide for a significantly smaller
groundvortex which would not havethestrengthto allow for jet exhaustingestioninto the
jet engine.
LV measurementshavebeenmadein the groundvortex flow field for the uniform jet
for the configurationof h/Darequalto 5.5 andVoo/Vjequalto 0.11. The leadingedgeof the
groundvortex along the centerlinewasmeasuredto beapproximately8 diametersupstream,
which agreeswell with flow visualization. Along the centerline,the groundvortex hasan
elliptical shapeand flow appearsto recirculatein theentire regionbetweenthe leadingedge
of the groundvortex and thejet exit plane. Turbulenceintensitiesin the groundvortex were
ashigh as80% with a freestreamturbulenceintensity of lessthan2%. The groundvortex
leg wasmore roundand had a morevortex-like structure,with circulatory meanvelocities
which were only aboutone fourth as largeasthe crossflow velocity. The half width of the
groundvortex at x/D¢rfequalto 8.00 wasapproximatelyequalto 13diameters,which agrees
well with flow visualizationresults. Turbulenceintensitiesin the vortex leg were againas
high as80%.
6.2 Recommendations
Future studies of ground vortex formation should include measurement of the ground
vortex shape and size for different h/D at selected velocity ratios in order to develop a
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nondimensional collapse of the data for varying spacing, as has been performed for the
different velocity ratio data (ie figures 5.21 through 5.26). A more detailed analysis should
be made of the annular nozzle studied in the present work, as well as other types of annular
nozzles, to determine their characteristics more completely. For example, experiments
should be performed at several velocity ratios to determine the variation of maximum
upstream penetration and separation along the centerline for the annular jet nozzle, as has
been performed for the regular nozzle (figures 5.18 and 5.19).
More detailed LV work is also recommended in order to more completely determine
the behavior of the ground vortex and to develop an understanding of the unsteadiness of the
flow field. A finer measurement grid at the vortex location would give a more defined
vortex and will allow more insight into the ground vortex flow field. More detailed
measurements at the jet impingement point and also in the wall jet region are also needed.
These measurements will require a successful seeding technique in the jet. LV measurements
should also be made of the annular jet in a cross flow, for the same jet exit spacing and
velocity ratio studied in the present work, allowing for a comparison with the present results.
These measurements will also require successful seeding of the jet. In addition, it would be
very interesting to compare LV measurements in the ground vortex with seeding of the jet
only, with the present results where only the cross flow has been seeded. This would allow
determination of the magnitude of bias between the two different seeding techniques.
In an attempt to understand the difference in the dynamic moving model data with
respect to static wind tunnel tests, a study similar to the one performed in the present work
should be made with a moving model facility to allow for direct comparison of the data
obtainedin thepresentstudy. Somestudyof unsteadinesshouldbe performedin this
dynamic facility, andcomparedwith the unsteadinessobservedin the presentstudy.
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APPENDIX A: Calculation of Critical Distances for Nozzle Geometries
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The axisymmetric jet plenum and nozzle assembly has been designed with a smooth,
continuous contour for jet flow contraction. This was provided by two circular arcs of
opposite curvature; this design was chosen because of ease of manufacture and low cost.
The first larger circular arc in the plenum provided the majority of the flow contraction, with
the second smaller arc of reverse curvature meeting at a tangency point and turning the flow
back to be parallel to the jet axis. For the three different jet nozzle diameters, it was
necessary to calculate the location of the tangency point and the radius of the smaller arc
needed to continue a given 5 inch radius initial contraction. Consider the nozzle cross
section formed by two circular arcs with two similar inscribed triangles in the YZ plane, as
shown in figure A. 1.
yN___o_ Nozzle Contour
Z z
Figure A. 1: Two similar triangles inscribed inside the radial arcs.
all dimensions in inches, then the following equation holds:
By similar triangles,
equation 1 below is
obtained.
Y Z (1)
y z
The nozzle has a fixed
length of 4.5 inches. With
Z+z-4.5
Since the plenum inlet has a given diameter of 4 inches, for the case of the half inch
(2)
diameter nozzle, the following equation for the y coordinate can be obtained.
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Y + y - 1.75 (3)
Solving (2) and (3) for z and y respectively and substituting into (1) a relation between Y and
Z can be developed.
Y . __Z (4)
1.75-Y 4.5-Z
_r..3888 (5)
Z
Figure A.2 defines two secant lines inscribed in the two radial arcs that form the
nozzle contour as the bases of 2 similar isosceles triangles, with the radii forming the two
equal sides. From geometry it is easy to solve
for 0 and _.
e.tan-=(Y) (6)
0 = 21.25 degrees
a = 180-(0-90)
o_ = 68.75 degrees
With R_ selected as 5 (arbitrary) and H being
the base of the larger isosceles triangle, the law
R1
V"
/
//
/
R 2
of sines gives an expression for H.
Figure A.2: The radial arcs and radii and their
respective isosceles triangles.
H 5
sin(p) sin(a)
(7)
Realizing that B_ is equal to/32 by similar angles, and calling that angle/3, the following
value was calculated.
/3 = 180 - 2(68.75) = /3 = 42.5 degrees
Let 11 be the cosine component of H (Z in figure A. 1), which represents the distance of the
initial contraction along the axis of symmetry from the start of the contraction. Let 12 be
defined as the distance needed to complete the contraction. So by equation (7), numerical
values for H and consequently 11can be obtained.
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H - sin(47.26)(5) - H - 3.6245 inches (8)
sin(68.75)
It - Hcos(0) - Il - 3.378 inches
Since the assembly length is 4.5 inches long the following relation gives 12.
(9)
To determine the radius of the smaller arc, the slope at the tangency point was first
calculated knowing the radius of the larger arc, and then was used to determine the smaller
radius. A circle in the YZ plane with radius R can be described by the following equation.
y2 + Z2 . R 2 (11)
or
y. _'-Z 2
The derivative of (12) gives the following equation:
"(12)
l2 - 4.5 - I l - l2 - 1.1210 inches (10)
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dY Z
dZ V/_2_Z2
(13)
Consider the tangency point of the two arcs. First, for the larger arc (larger triangle) with a
radius of 5 inches, at Z equal to 3.378 inches, the following slope can be obtained.
dY 3.378 dY
...... .9164
dZ _/52_3.3782 d,Z
For the smaller arc (smaller triangle) Z is -1.1210 inches, noting that the center of the arc is
directly above the end of the nozzle contraction. Using (13) and solving for R, the following
value of R is obtained.
R2 Z 2
. _______)+ z_ ¢_4)
_, 1.1210, 2R- (-S_,I + 1.12102 - R- 1.6607 inches
Figure A.3 illustrates the significant dimensions needed to machine the three nozzle sizes of
diameter equal to 1.0, 0.5, and 0.375 inches (2.54, 1.27, and 0.91 cm respectively). Table
A. 1 gives the dimensions as calculated by the above procedure. Even though the present
nozzles have not followed the usual practice of using higher order polynomial contours (3 'd
and 4* order), the measured exit velocity profiles presented in chapter 5 have showed the jet
exit velocity profiles to be quite uniform.
, II0
Table A. 1: Table of significant dimensions of the 3 different diameter nozzles
d 11 12 R 2 t_ t2
(inches) (inches) (inches) (inches) (inches) (inches)
1 3 1.5 2.5 0 1.0
0.5 3.3780 1.12 t 0 1.6607 .3780 .6863
.375 3.4655 1.0344 1.4925 .4655 .6041
Y Plenum Ends
I)/2
I
I
o
<
D B 4 I!
L = 4.5"
R1 = 5"
• t Tangency Point
R1 = arc radius _ !
__._ R_= arc radius
I d/2L I -_J
f
Figure A.3: Schematic of significant dimensions 'for machining the nozzles
APPENDIX B: LV Theory and Methods
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Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LV) is a non-intrusive method of measuring fluid
velocity using the interference characteristics of coherent light. The dual beam fringe
method is the most common method of LV, as well as the method employed for the present
work. With this method, a laser beam is split into two beams of equal intensity, and then
these beams are crossed with a converging lens. Due to the interference characteristics of
light, interference fringes are created at the crossing point of the two laser beams, which is
known as the probe volume (see figure B. 1). A particle traveling through the probe volume
will scatter light at a frequency proportional to the velocity of the particle. These Doppler
frequencies can be determined by a photomultipier tube focused on the probe volume and
processed for statistical time record of velocity making LV ideal for turbulent flow
measurements. An LV requires no calibration since the Doppler frequency (fa) is a function
of the wave length of the coherent light X, the beam crossing half angle 0, and the velocity of
the scattering particle as seen in the below equation (Durst et. al., 1981).
. 2u sin(o)f,
x 2
Unfortunatly, the above equation is not valid for velocities in either direction through the
probe volume. Thus a Bragg cell must be utilized to shift the initial frequency of zero to
some greater frequency which is then noted as velocity zero. Negative velocities can then be
measured as those frequencies less then the Bragg shift, up to a negative velocity equal to
that corresponding to the Bragg shift.
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The probevolume or measuring volume has an elliptical shape, and the crossing of
several probe volumes (several components) gives the probe volume roughly the shape of a
football. To determine the size of the probe volume, the following two equations are used
for dx and dr which represent the major and minor axis of the probe volume as measured to
e2 intensity.
i
J
=
z
FLOW
Probe
Volume
Figure B. 1: Schematic of fringes created in the probe volume.
cos(0/2)
In the above equation df is the diameter of the focused beam which is given below.
4.r, 
dl nEdb
where fl is the focal length of the transmitting lens, db is the diameter of the beam as
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measured to e -2 intensity, and E is the beam expansion factor. The number of fringes in the
probe volume is calculated using the following equation in which D is the beam spacing.
4D
Figure B.2 is a detailed schematic of a single channel LV illustrating the required optics and
electronics. Note that the three component LV used in the present study is considerably
more complex in nature.
LASER FLOW
BeamBra0g 0ackCell ScatterModuleSplitter
) _ photomultipier
frequency- ] Counter--
shifter J [_ Processer._ J
Buffer _-] Data Acquisition
Interface I and Storage
Figure B.2: Schematic of simple single channel LV system operated in backscatter.
APPENDIX C: Derivation of Effective Diameter and Velocity
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The following derivation is similar to that of Ziegler and Wooler (1973). It assumes
an equivalent isentropic nozzle with a uniform velocity with the same initial mass flow rate
and integrated momentum flux as the actual nozzle having a non-uniform velocity. The
integrated momentum flux often referred to as momentum flux (MF) of a jet of uniform
velocity V and jet exit area A assuming subsonic flow is given by the following equation.
MF- pAV 2 (i)
Dynamic pressure is given by the following equation in which p is the fluid density.
q.
2
Dividing (1) by 2 and substituting in (2), Equation (3) is obtained.
of MF assuming uniform velocity V.
(2)
This gives area in terms
A- MF (3)
2q
Consider the equation for mass flow rate for an isentropic nozzle of exit area A.
oMq -_/Zl-
- AP _/_ (I+Y-IM 2) 2('v-1)
RT o 2
In this equation Po is the total pressure, To is the total temperature, R is the ideal gas
constant, and 3' is the ratio of specific heats. From compressible flow, total pressure is
related to static pressure (P) by the isentropic relation given below.
(4)
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_.L.
Po " P(I+ Y-IM2) _-i (5)
2
Substituting (5) into (4) gives the following result.
/n - APM4--Y-- (RTo
1+ (7-I) M _)_/2 (6)
2
Knowing that V is equal to Ma, where M is the Mach number and a is the speed of sound,
and substituting into (2), equation (7) is obtained.
M 2 . 2___qq (7)
pa 2
Substituting (7) into (6) eliminates M, and simplifying gives an expression in terms of
dynamic pressure.
fn2" 2A2P2cIT (i+ (y-l)q)
RToPa 2 pa 2
/n2. 2A2Pq p__a2 (_,-I) q)RTo ( ) (i+ pTRT
/n2 2AZqP (i+ q(_,-l) ) (8)
R%
Eliminating A with equation (3), and simplifying, an expression relating an equivalent
momentum flux to q can be obtained.
fa2 . 2MF 2pq (I+ (_,-I) q)
4 q2RTo y P
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rh2 (2RToq) - MF 2 P(I+ (y-1)q)
yP
rhI ZRroq
ME - (9)
p+ (y-l) q
Y
Using _ as the dynamic pressure to reference MF to, the result of (9) is used to obtain the
effective area (A_.) with (3), from which D_ff is obtained. Effective velocity (V..) is obtained
using the relation for volume flow rate (Q).
to determine D_, and Vaf.
1.)
2.)
To summarize, the following procedure is used
Integrate for Q, measure q.,.x, and calculate mass flow rate.
Calculate equivalent momentum flux using equation (9).
MF-m
2RToqm xP+ (7-I) qmax
¥
3.) Calculate effective area, eg effective diameter.
MF
Aetf
2qmax
4.) Calculate effective velocity.
4Act f=* D,tf -
Q
v_z - "&,ee
This procedure has been used previously by Kuhlman and Warcup (1979, 1980).
APPENDIX D: Listing of Program to Calculate Jet Nozzle Characteristics
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PROGRAM TO CALCULATE VOLUME FLOW, MOMENTUM FLUX, AND
EFFECTIVE DIAMETER FOR AN AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLE* ,
* ,
* Program gives information on an axisymmetric nozzle *
* given an input file with a velocity traverse in *
* inches of water as well as atmospheric temperature *
* and pressure. (also the nozzle diameter) A sample *
* file is available. Output consists of two files which *
* give the data as was read, in ft/s, as one file, and *
* the profiles that were created by the program for *
* integration, in the other. Also the above information *
* is contained in this file. *
* Bill Cavage *
* 2 - 5 - 92 *
******************************
print intro and instructions
SCREEN 2
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " QSOLVR"
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT "
FOR I = 1 TO 200
Z = ((24 + 36 + 97 - 23 + 14) / 3) ^ (4 / 5)
NEXT I
CLS
SCREEN 0
PRINT : PRINT
version 1.2"
Bill Cavage"
2 - 5 - 92"
PRINT " * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , , • , • • • , , , , ,..
PRINT " * ..,
PRINT " * Program gives volume flow rate, momentum flux, and *"
PRINT " * effective diamter calculated three different ways for *"
PRINT " * an axisymmetric nozzle given an input file with a *"
PRINT " * velocity traverse in inches of water, atmospheric *"
PRINT " * temperature and pressure, as well as nozzle diameter. *"
PRINT " * Output consists of two files which give the data as *"
PRINT " * was read, in ft/s, as one file, and the profiles that *"
PRINT " * were created by the program to increase accuracy for *"
PRINT " * integration, in the other. Also the above information *"
PRINT " * is contained in this file. For simplicity the output *"
PRINT " * of this program can be sent the printer also. *"
PRINT " * ,.
PRINT " * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • • , • • , • , , , , ,..
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " MAKE SURE YOUR CAPS LOCK IS ON ! I I"
PRINT
INPUT " HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE "; DUMY
define variables; set constants
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v
2O DEFINT I, K, N
DEFSTR S
PI = 3.14159
RCNST = 1716
GAMMA = 1.4
input initial data ; define nozzle type
CLS
PRINT : PRINT
INPUT " NAME OF INPUT FILE"; SNAM3$
PRINT
INPUT " NAME OF OUTPUT FILE"; SNAMI$
PRINT
INPUT " NAME OF RAW DATA FILE"; SNAM2$
PRINT
OPEN SNAM3$ FOR INPUT AS #3
INPUT #3, SIZES, DIAM, PNOZ, TATM, PATM
determine density of air and manometer fluid
IF TATM > 72 THEN
RHOW = 1.94
ELSE
IF TATM < 78 THEN
RHOW = 1.935
ELSE
RHOW = 1.93
END IF
END IF
RHOF = (PATM * 2116.2 / 29.92) / (RCNST * (TATM + 459))
open data file; write initial information
OPEN SNAMI$ FOR OUTPUT AS #i
OPEN SNAM2$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2
STIME$ = TIMES
WRITE #2, SNAM2$
WRITE #2, SIZES, DATES, STIME$
WRITE #2, DIAM, PATM, TATM
WRITE #2,
WRITE #1, SNAMI$
WRITE #i, SIZES, DATES, STIME$
WRITE #1,
CLS
read pressures
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " THE PRESSURE STARTING AT TH E FIRST POINT TO THE PRESSURE AT"
PRINT " THE LAST POINT ARE BEING READ TO THE PROG_ _OW ALONG WITH "
PRINT " THE EQUIVALENT RADIAL INCREMENT. THE CENTER LINE OF YOUR "
PRINT " MEASUREMENTS WILL BE TAKEN AS R = ZERO. "
PRINT
INPUT #3, N
DIM DR(N), P(N)
GLNTH = 0
FOR I = 1 TO N
INPUT #3, DR(I), P(I)
GLNTH = GLNTH + DR(I)
NEXTI
CLOSE#3
set new array dimensions
DIM R(N), V(N)
DIM RAD(N), PRES(N), RADI(N), PRESI(N), RAD2(N), PRES2(N)
DIM VTLD(N), VPRM(N), VTLDI(N), VTLD2(N), VPRMI(N), VPRM2(N)
DIM VEL(N), VELI(N), VEL2(N)
calculation of raw velocity profile
v(0) = 0
LEG = 0
VMAX = 0
GR0 = GLNTH / 2
FOR I = 1 TO N
LEG = LEG + DR(I)
R(I) = LEG - GRO
V(I) = SQR((2 * 32.2 * RHOW * P(I)) / (12 * RHOF))
IF V(I) > VMAX THEN
VMAX = V(I)
QMAX = P(I)
END IF
WRITE #2, R(I), V(1)
NEXT I
QVMX = VMAX * Pi * (DiAM / 12) ^ 2 / 4 * 60
MFMX = RHOF * VMAX ^ 2 * (PI * (DIAM / 12) ^ 2) / 4
CLOSE #2
WRITE #i, PNOZ, QMAX, VMAX
WRITE #i,
print raw velocity table
CLS
PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT "
FOR I = 1 TO N
PRINT ,
PRINT USING "####.####"; R(I); TAB(35); V(I)
IF I = 20 OR I = 44 THEN
INPUT " HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE"; DUMY
END IF
NEXT I
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
INPUT "HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE"; DUMY
TABLE OF VELOCITY PROFILE DATA"
X V(X)
GRAPHICS
window correct coordinate system
XWl = -i.i * GR0
XW2 = i.I * GRO
YWI = -.2 * VMAX
YW2 = 1.2 * VMAX
SCREEN 2
WINDOW (XWI, YWI)-(XW2, YW2)
LINE (XWI, O)-(XW2, O)
LINE (0, YWI)-(O, YW2)
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put in tick marks and values
GTOL = .05
XTIC - .01 * (XW2 - xWl)
YTIC = .01 * (YW2 - YWI)
GRAD = .01 * (XW2 - XWI)
COL0 = INT((-XWI / (XW2 - XWI)) * 80)
ROW0 = INT((YW2 / (YW2 - YWI)) * 25) + 2
LOCATE ROWO, COL0
PRINT USING "#.#"; 0
XINC = INT(((XW2 - XWI) * i000)) / i0000
J = (INT((-(XW2 - XWI) * i000 / 2)) / i000) + XINC
CNT = 0
DO
IF ABS(J - 0) > GTOL THEN
LINE (J, 0)-(J, YTIC)
COL = COLO + (80 * J) / (XW2 - XWl)
ROW = ROWO
LOCATE ROW, COL
PRINT USING "##.##"; J
END IF
J = J + (2 * XINC)
LOOP WHILE J < GRO
YINC = INT(I.2 * VMAX / 100) * i0
IF YINC < i0 THEN
YINC = 10
END IF
FOR J = YINC TO INT(I.2 * VMAX) STEP YINC
LINE (0, J)-(XTIC, J)
IF INT(CNT / 2) = CNT / 2 THEN
COL = COL0 + 2
ROW = (ROW0 - (25 * J / (YW2 - YWI))) - 1
LOCATE ROW, COL
PRINT USING "####"; J
END IF
CNT = CNT + 1
NEXT J
CNT = 0
plot points
FOR I = 1 TO N
PSET (R(1), V(1))
CIRCLE (R(I), V(I)), GRAD, 1
IF I > 1 THEN
LINE (R(I), V(I))-(R(I - I), V(I - I))
END IF
NEXT I
label screen
LOCATE i, 50
PRINT " VMAX = "; VMAX
LOCATE 25, 50
INPUT "HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE"; DUMY
INTEGRATION
eliminate redundant zero points
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P(0) = 999
IF P(1) = 0 AND P(2) = 0 THEN
IF P(N) = 0 AND P(N - i) = 0 THEN
FOR I = 1 TO N
P(I) = P(I + i)
R(I) = R(I + i)
NEXT I
N = N - 1
ELSE
FOR I = I TO N
P(I) = P(I + I)
R(I) = R(I + i)
NEXT I
N = N - 1
END IF
ELSE
IF P(N) = 0 AND P(N - I) = 0 THEN
N = N - 1
END IF
END IF
I
' subroutine to determine R0 from interpolation of half VMAX
T
RSWCH = 0
DRDLI = 0
DRDL2 = 0
RPOS = 0
FOR I = 1 TO N
RPOS = RPOS + DR(I)
IF V(I) > .5 * VMAX AND V(I - i) < .5 * VMAX THEN
IF RSWCH = 0 THEN
X1 = ((.5 * VMAX - V(I - i)) * DR(I)) / (V(I) - V(I - i))
RVMXl = DR(I) - Xl
RSWCH = 1
DRDLI = RPOS
END IF
END IF
IF I < N THEN
IF V(I) > .5 * VMAX AND V(I + i) < .5 * VMAX THEN
X2 = ((.5 * VMAX - V(I + i)) * DR(I + I)) / (V(1) - V(I + i))
RVMX2 = DR(I + i) - X2
DRDL2 = RPOS
END IF
END IF
NEXT I
IF DRDL2 = 0 THEN
DRDL2 = RPOS
END IF
CLNTH = (DRDL2 - DRDLI) + RVMXl + RVMX2
CENT = (DRDLI - RVMXI) + (CLNTH / 2)
v
' determine velocity profile in radial coordinates (both sides)
7
TOL = .0001
RPOS = 0
RSWCH = 0
CNTI = 1
CNT2 = 0
FOR I = 1 TO N
RPOS = RPOS + DR(I)
IF RPOS > CENT AND ABS(RPOS - CENT) > .0005 THEN
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IF RSWCH = 0 THEN
IF CENT - (RPOS - DR(I)) <= TOL THEN
RADI(1) = 0
PRESI(1) = P(I - i)
RAD(I) = 0
PRES(I - I) = P(I - i)
ELSE
RADI(1) = 0
PRESI(1) = (P(I) + P(I - I)) / 2
RAD(I) = 0
PRES(I) = PRESI(1)
CNT2 = I
END IF
IOFST = I - 2
RSWCH = 1
END IF
RADI(I - IOFST) = RPOS - CENT
PRESI(I - IOFST) = P(I)
CNTI = CNTI + 1
ELSE
RAD(I) = CENT - RPOS
PRES(I) = P(I)
CNT2 = CNT2 + 1
END IF
NEXT I
get both profiles in same order
FOR I = 1 TO CNT2
RAD2(I) = RAD(CNT2 + 1 - I)
PRES2(I) = PRES(CNT2 + 1 - I)
IF I = 1 THEN
RAD2(I) = 0
END IF
NEXT I
truncate profiles for points greater then the radius
I = 1
DO
IF ABS((DIAM / 2) - RADI(I)) <= .0005 OR DIAM / 2 <= RADI(I) THEN
PRESI(I) = 0
RADI(I) = DIAM / 2
N1 = I
I = CNTI
END IF
I = I + 1
LOOP WHILE I <= CNTI
I = 1
DO
IF ABS((DIAM / 2) - RAD2(I)) <= .0005 OR DIAM / 2 <= RAD2(I) THEN
PRES2(I) = 0
RAD2(I) = DIAM / 2
N2 = I
I = CNT2
END I F
I = I + 1
LOOP WHILE I <= CNT2
make an odd number of points if there is not
IF INT(NI / 2) = N / 2 THEN
FOR I = N1 + 1 TO 3 STEP -i
RADI(I) = RADI(I - i)
PRESI(I) = PRESI(I - I)
NEXT I
RADI(2) = RADI(2) / 2
PRESI(2) = (PRESI(1) + PRESI(2)) / 2
N1 = N1 + 1
END IF
IF INT(N2 / 2) = N2 / 2 THEN
FOR I = N2 + 1 TO 3 STEP -I
RAD2(I) = RAD2(I - i)
PRES2(I) = PRES2(I - I)
NEXT I
RAD2(2) = RAD2(2) / 2
PRES2(2) = (PRES2(1) + PRES2(2)) / 2
N2 = N2 + 1
END IF
calculate velocities and integrands
FOR I = 1 TO N1
VELI(I) = SQR((2 * 32.2 * RHOW * PRESI(I)) / (12 * RHOF))
VTLDI(I) = VELI(I) * RADI(I) / 12
VPRMI(I) = VELI(I) * VELI(I) * RADI(I) / 12
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO N2
VEL2(I) = SQR((2 * 32.2 * RHOW * PRES2(I)) / (12 * RHOF))
VTLD2(I) = VEL2(I) * RAD2(I) / 12
VPRM2(I) = VEL2(I) * VEL2(I) * RAD2(I) / 12
NEXT I
print the velocity profiles if needed
CLS
PRINT : PRINT
INPUT " WOULD YOU LIKE TO PRINT THE PROFILES? <Y> OR <N>"; SPNC$
IF SPNC$ = "N" THEN
GOTO 70
END IF
LPRINT : LPRINT
LPRINT ....; SIZES
LPRINT
LPRINT " VELOCITY PROFILE
LPRINT " R(in) V(ft/s)
LPRINT "
INTEGRATION PROFILE"
R(in) V(ft/s) "
I = 1
DO
IF I > N1 + N2 + 1 THEN
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "#.####"; R(I);
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "###.##"; V(I)
ELSE
IF I <= N2 THEN
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "#.####"; R(I);
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "###.##"; V(I);
LPRINT .... ;
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LPRINT USING "#.####"; RAD2(N2 - I + I);
LPRINT " ";
LPRINT USING "###.##"; VEL2(N2 - I + i)
ELSE
IF I = N2 + 1 THEN
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "#.####"; R(I);
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "###.##"; V(I)
ELSE
K = I - N2 - 1
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "#.####"; R(I);
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "###.##"; V(I);
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "#.####"; RADI(K);
LPRINT .... ;
LPRINT USING "###.##"; VELI(K)
END IF
END IF
END IF
I=I+l
LOOP WHILE I <= N
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " WOULD YOU LIKE T0 PRINT THE INTEGRATION DATA"
INPUT " AS IT IS MADE AVAILABLE? <Y> OR <N>"; SWCH$
assign sides to variables for integatiOn
RSWCH = 0
QAVE = 0:TOT1 = 0
MFAVE = 0: TOT2 = 0
RATIA = 0: TOT3 = 0
RAT2A = 0:TOT4 = 0
DEIAV = 0:TOT5 = 0
D_AY : 0:TOT6 = 0
DE3AV = O: TOT7 = 0
VEIAV = 0:TOT8 = 0
VE2AV = 0: TOT9 = 0
VE3AV = 0:TOT10 = 0
TATM = TATM + 459
PATM = PATM * 2116.2 / 29.92
IF RSWCH = 0 THEN
FOR I = 1 TO N1
RAD(I) : RADI(I)
VEL(I) = VELI(I)
VPRM(I) = VPRMI(I)
VTLD(I) = VTLDI(I)
WRITE #I, RAD(I), VEL(I)
NEXT i
N _ N1
DSID = 1
ELSE
FOR I = 1 TO N2
RAD(I) = RAD2(I)
VEL(I) = VEL2(I)
VPRM(I) = VPRM2(I)
VTLD(I) = VTLD2(I)
WRITE #i, RAD(I), VEL(I)
NEXT I
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N = N2
DSID = 2
END IF
integrate for Q and mom flux with Simpson's Rule (modified)
GRNDI = 0
GRND2 = 0
FOR I = 1 TO N - 2 STEP 2
DSI = (RAD(I + i) - RAD(I)) / 12
DS2 = (RAD(I + 2) - RAD(I + i)) / 12
PRTII = (VTLD(I + I) - VTLD(I)) * DS2 ^ 3
PRTI2 = (VTLD(I + i) - VTLD(I + 2)) * DSI ^ 3
PRTI3 = (2 * VTLD(I) + 3 * VTLD(I + i) + VTLD(I + 2)) * DSI ^ 2 * DS2
PRTI4 = (VTLD(I) + 3 * VTLD(I + i) + 2 * VTLD(I + 2)) * DSI * DS2 ^ 2
GRNDI = GRNDI + (PRTII + PRTI2 + PRTI3 + PRTI4) / (6 * DSI * DS2)
PRT21 = (VPRM(I + i) - VPRM(I)) * DS2 ^ 3
PRT22 = (VPRM(I + i) - VPRM(I + 2)) * DS1 ^ 3
PRT23 = (2 * VPRM(I) + 3 * VPRM(I + I) + VPRM(I + 2)) * DSI ^ 2 * DS2
PRT24 = (VPRM(I) + 3 * VPRM(I + i) + 2 * VPRM(I + 2)) * DSI * DS2 ^ 2
GRND2 = GRND2 + (PRT21 + PRT22 + PRT23 + PRT24) / (6 * DSl * DS2)
NEXT I
CLS
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " RESULTS OF SIMPSONS RULE INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE"
PRINT " SIDE "; DSID
GOSUB 30
INPUT "HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE"; DUMY
integrate for Q and mom flux with trapizodial rule
GRNDI = 0
GRND2 = 0
FOR I = 1 TO N - 1
PRTI = ((VTLD(I + i) + VTLD(I)) / 2)
GRNDI = GRNDI + ((RAD(I + i) - RAD(I)) / 12) * PRTI
PRT2 = ((VPRM(I + I) + VPRM(I)) / 2)
GRND2 = GRND2 + ((RAD(I + i) - RAD(I)) / 12) * PRT2
NEXT I
CLS
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " RESULTS OF TRAPIZODIAL INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE"
PRINT " SIDE "; DSID
GOSUB 30
INPUT "HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE"; DUMY
print results if so requested earlier
IF SWCH$ = "Y" THEN
LPRINT
LPRINT " SIDE "; DSID
LPRINT " RESULTS OF SIMPSON'S RULE
LPRINT "
LPRINT "
LPRINT "
LPRINT "
LPRINT "
LPRINT "
LPRINT "
LPRINT "
LPRINT "
LPRINT "
RESULTS OF TRAPAZODIAL RULE"
"; QAVE - QNOZ - TOT1; MFAVE - MFNOZ - TOT2;
"; QNOZ; MFNOZ
"; RATIA - RAT1 - TOT9; RAT2A - RAT2 - TOTIO;
"; RAT1; RAT2
"; (DEIAV - DEFFI - TOT3) * 12; VEIAV - VEFFI - TOT4;
"; DEFFI * 12; VEFFI
"; (DE2AV - DEFF2 - TOT5) * 12; VE2AV - VEFF2 - TOT6;
"; DEFF2 * 12; VEFF2
"; (DE3AV - DEFF3 - TOT7) * 12; VE3AV - VEFF3 - TOT8;
"; DEFF3 * 12; VEFF3
TOT1= QAVE
TOT2 = MFAVE
TOT9 = RATIA
TOT10 z RAT2A
TOT3 = DEIAV
TOT4 = VEIAV
TOT5 = DE2AV
TOT6 = VE2AV
TOT7 = DE3AV
TOT8 = VE3AV
END IF
IF RSWCH = I AND SPNC$ = "Y" THEN
LPRINT CHR$(12)
END IF
switch to do routine twice; once for each half
IF RSWCH = 0 THEN
WRITE #I,
RSWCH = 1
GOTO i0
END IF
calculate averages and write to data file
QAVE = QAVE / 4
VAVE = QAVE / (60 * PI * (DIAM / 12) ^ 2 / 4)
MFAVE = MFAVE / 4
RATIA = RATIA / 4
RAT2A = RAT2A / 4
DEIAV = DEIAV / 4
DE2AV = DE2AV / 4
DE3AV = DE3AV / 4
VEIAV = VEIAV / 4
VE2AV = VE2AV / 4
VE3AV = VE3AV / 4
RAT3 = SQR(QMAX / PNOZ)
WRITE #i,
WRITE #i, QAVE, MFAVE, VAVE
WRITE #i, RATIA, RAT2A, RAT3
WRITE #i, DE2AV * 12, VE2AV
WRITE #i, DE3AV * 12, VE3AV
end or rerun program
CLOSE #i
SCREEN 0
CLS
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " MAKE A SELECTION:"
PRINT " i. CALIBRATE ANOTHER NOZZLE"
PRINT " 2. REVIEW RESULTS"
PRINT " 3. END PROGRAM"
PRINT : PRINT
INPUT " CHOOSE FROM <i>, <2>, <3>"; CHOS
IF CHOS = 1 THEN
RESET
RUN 20
ELSE
IF CHOS = 3 THEN
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GOTO 40
ELSE
GOSUB 50
END IF
END IF
GOTO 5
END
SUBROUTINE
calculate the values with integrands
QNOZ = 2 * PI * GRNDI * 60
MFNOZ = 2 * PI * RHOF * GRND2
RAT1 = QNOZ / QVMX
RAT2 = MFNOZ / MFMX
calculate effective diameter
MDOT = QNOZ * RHOF / 60
QMAXP = RHOW * 32.2 * QMAX / 12
AEFFI = MFNOZ / (2 * QMAXP)
DEFFI = SQR(4 * AEFFI / PI)
VEFF1 = QNOZ / (AEFFI * 60)
PRTI = 2 * RCNST * TATM * QMAXP
PRT2 = PATM + ((GAMMA - i) / GAMMA) * QMAXP
MF2 = MDOT * SQR(PRTI / PRT2)
AEFF2 = MF2 / (2 * QMAXP)
DEFF2 = SQR(4 * AEFF2 / PI)
VEFF2 = QNOZ / (AEFF2 * 60)
PRT3 = (MFNOZ / (RHOF * (QNOZ / 60))) ^ 2
PRT4 = PATM * PRT3
PRT5 z (2 * RCNST * TATM) - ((GAMMA - i) / GAMMA) * PRT3
QEFF3 = PRT4 / PRT5
AEFF3 = MFNOZ / (2 * QEFF3)
DEFF3 = SQR(4 * AEFF3 / PI)
VEFF3 = QNOZ / (AEFF3 * 60)
calculate totals for averages
QAVE = QAVE + QNOZ
MFAVE = MFAVE + MFNOZ
RATIA = RATIA + RAT1
RAT2A = RAT2A + RAT2
DEIAV = DEIAV + DEFFI
DE2AV = DE2AV + DEFF2
DE3AV = DE3AV + DEFF3
VEIAV = VEIAV + VEFFI
VE2AV = VE2AV + VEFF2
VE3AV = VE3AV + VEFF3
print results to screen and printer; write data files
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " VOLUME FLOW = "; QNOZ; " CFM"
PRINT
PRINT " MOMENTUM FLUX = "; MFNOZ; " LBF"
PRINT
PRINT " Q MAX RATIO = "; RAT1
PRINT
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PRINT " MF MAX RATIO = "; RAT2
PRINT " PRINT
WRITE #i,
WRITE #i, QNOZ, MFNOZ
WRITE #1, RAT1, RAT2
WRITE #i, DEFFI * 12, VEFFI
WRITE #i, DEFF2 * 12, VEFF2
WRITE #i, DEFF3 * 12, VEFF3
RETURN
SUBROUTINE
print averages to screen and printer
DE2AV = DE2AV * 12
DE3AV = DE3AV * 12
CLS
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " RESULTS: "; SIZES
PRINT
PRINT " NOZZLE PRESSURE = "; PNOZ
PRINT " MAXIMUM q READING = "; QMAX
PRINT " MAXIMUM VELOCITY = "; VMAX
PRINT
PRINT " THE AVERAGE VOLUME FLOW CALCULATED = "; QAVE
PRINT " THE AVERAGE MOMENTUM FLUX CALCULATED = "; MFAVE
PRINT " THE AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE NOZZLE = "; VAVE
PRINT
PRINT " METHOD 1 METHOD 2"
PRINT ..............
PRINT " AVERAGE EFFECTIVE VELOCITY = "; VE2AV; .... ; VE3AV
PRINT " AVERAGE EFFECTIVE DIAMETER = "; DE2AV; .... ; DE3AV
PRINT
PRINT " QNOZ / QVMAX = "; RATIA
PRINT " MFNOZ / MFVMAX = "; RAT2A
PRINT : PRINT
INPUT " HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE"; DUMY
CLS
PRINT : PRINT
INPUT " WOULD YOU LIKE THESE RESULTS PRINTED? <Y> OR <N>"; SPNC$
IF SPNC$ = "N" THEN
GOTO 60
END IF
LPRINT : LPRINT
LPRINT " RESULTS: "; SIZES
LPRINT
LPRINT " NOZZLE PRESSURE z ,,; PNOZ
LPRINT " MAXIMUM q READING = "; QMAX
LPRINT " MAXIMUM VELOCITY = "; VMAX
LPRINT
LPRINT " THE AVERAGE VOLUME FLOW CALCULATED = "; QAVE
LPRINT " THE AVERAGE MOMENTUM FLUX CALCULATED = "; MFAVE
LPRINT " THE AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE NOZZLE = "; VAVE
LPRINT
LPRINT " METHOD 1 METHOD 2"
LPRINT ..... "
LPRINT " AVERAGE EFFECTIVE VELOCITY = "; VE2AV; .... ; VE3AV
LPRINT " AVERAGE EFFECTIVE DIAMETER = "; DE2AV; .... ; DE3AV
LPRINT
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LPRINT " QNOZ / QVMAX = "; RATIA
LPRINT " MFNOZ / MFVMAX = "; RAT2A
LPRINT : LPRINT
LPRINT CHR$(12)
RETURN
Sample Input File
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HALF INCH
25
0
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.025
0.025
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.015
0. 005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
STANDARD; 2D NOZ, 0.5,
0
0.6
5.38
12.29
16.82
18.66
19.31
19.43
19.41
19.31
19.39
19.44
19.47
19.47
19.39
19.41
19.32
19.2
19.29
18.75
17.25
12.8
5.17
0.7
0
20.33, 81, 29.21
Sample Output: Velocity Profiles and Results of Integration
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HALF INCH STANDARD; 2D NOZ
VELOCITY PROFILE INTEGRATION PROFILE
R(in) V(ft/s) R(in) V(ft/s)
-.2650 0.00 0.2500 0.00
-.2600 52.93 0.2449 280.26
-.2550 158.50 0.2399 295.19
-.2500 239.56 0.2349 300.29
-.2450 280.26 0.2299 301.22
-.2400 295.19 0.2249 301.06
-.2350 300.29 0.1749 300.29
-.2300 301.22 0.1249 300.91
-.2250 301.06 0.0749 301.30
-.1750 300.29 0.0249 301.53
-.1250 300.91 0.0000 301.53
-.0750 301.30
-.0250 301.53 0.0000 301.53
-.0000 301.53 0.0251 300.91
0.0250 300.91 0.0751 301.06
0.0750 301.06 0.1251 300.36
0.1250 300.36 0.1751 299.43
0.1750 299.43 0.2251 300.13
0.2250 300.13 0.2401 295.90
0.2400 295.90 0.2451 283.82
0.2450 283.82 0.2500 0.00
0.2500 244.48
0.2550 155.38
0.2600 57.17
0.2650 0.00
SIDE 1
RESULTS OF SIMPSON'S RULE RESULTS OF TRAPAZODIAL
24.20133 .2695859 23.99006 .2666984
.9810534 .9753441 .9724888 .9648974
.4937975 303.2935 .4911459 303.9008
.4935203 303.6344 .4913614 303.6344
.4932355 303.9851 .491583 303.3607
RULE
SIDE 2
RESULTS OF SIMPSON'S RULE RESULTS OF TRAPAZODIAL RULE
24.17197 .2691044 24.02717 .267686
.9798635 .9736019 .9739935 .9684703
.4933563 303.4677 .4920544 303.2481
.493221 303.6344 .4917414 303.6344
.4930817 303.aO58 .4914197 304.032
Sample Output: Results and Averages
132
RESULTS: HALF INCH STANDARD; 2D NOZ
NOZZLE PRESSURE _ 20.33
MAXIMUM q READING = 19.47
MAXIMUM VELOCITY = 301.5285
THE AVERAGE VOLUME FLOW CALCULATED =
THE AVERAGE MOMENTUM FLUX CALCULATED =
THE AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE NOZZLE -
AVERAGE EFFECTIVE VELOCITY -
AVERAGE EFFECTIVE DIAMETER -
METHOD 1
303.6344
.492461
0NOZ / QVMAX =
MFNOZ / MFVMAX -
.9768498
.9705784
24.09763
.2682687
294.548
METHOD 2
303.7959
.49233
L
APPENDIX E: LV Data Plotted in Linear Coordinates
133
This appendix contains all of the mean velocity component data plotted in linear
coordinates. The mean velocity data presented in figure 5.37 in vector grid form have been
plotted in conventional graphs of velocity component versus z/Dou at different x/Deft. The
mean velocity data presented in figure 5.38 in vector grid form have been plotted in
conventional graphs of velocity component versus y/Dcu at different z/Deft.
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Figure E.6: Three mean velocity components from the LV data for the vertical
traverse of the ground vortex centerline; y/Dat = 0, x/D,n = -8.00
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Figure E.8: Three mean velocity components from the LV data for the vertical
traverse of the ground vortex centerline; y/Dar = 0, x/Dat = -4.80
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Figure E.9: Three mean velocity components from the LV data for the vertical
traverse of the ground vortex centerline; y/D,.n = 0, x/D_ = -3.20
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